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Abstract
Nowadays, the Internet of Things (IoT) is spreading rapidly towards creating smart
environments. Home automation, intra-vehicular interaction, and wireless sensor net-
works (WSN) are among the most popular applications discussed in IoT literature.
One of the most available and popular wireless technologies for short-range opera-
tions is Bluetooth. In late 2010, the Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG) launched
the Bluetooth 4.0 Specification, which brings Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) as part of
the specification. BLE characterises as being a very low power wireless technology,
capable of working on a coin-cell or even by energy scavenging.
Nevertheless, the nature of Bluetooth (and BLE) has always been a connection-oriented
communication in a Master/Slave configuration. Several studies exist showing how to
create mesh networks for Classic Bluetooth, called Scatternets, by utilizing some nodes
as slaves to relay data between Masters. However, BLE didn’t support role changing
until the 4.1 Specification released in 2013.
The capability of a wireless technology to create a Mobile Ad-Hoc Network (MANET)
is vital for supporting the plethora of sensors, peripherals, and devices that could co-
exist in any IoT environment. This work focuses on proposing a new autoconfiguring
dynamic address allocation scheme for a BLE Ad-Hoc network, and a network map
discovery and maintenance mechanism that doesn’t require role changing, thus being
possible to implement it in 4.0 compliant devices as well as 4.1 or later to develop a
MANET. Any ad-hoc routing protocol can utilise the proposed method to discover,
keep track, and maintain the mesh network node topology in each of their nodes.
Keywords: Bluetooth Networks, Bluetooth Technology, Wireless Mesh Networks, Wire-
less Sensor Networks.
Resumo
A Internet das Coisas (Internet of Things – IoT) visa a criação de ambientes inteligentes
como domótica, comunicação intra-veicular e redes de sensores sem fio (Wireless Sen-
sor Network – WSN), sendo que atualmente essa tecnologia vem crescendo de forma
rápida.
Uma das tecnologias sem fio utilizada para aplicações de curta distância que se encon-
tra mais acessível à população, em geral, é o Bluetooth. No final de 2010, o Bluetooth
Special Interest Group (Bluetooth SIG), lançou a especificação Bluetooth 4.0 e, como parte
dessa especificação, tem-se o Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). O BLE é uma tecnologia sem
fio de baixíssimo consumo de potência, que pode ser alimentada por uma bateria tipo
moeda, ou até mesmo por indução elétrica (energy harvesting).
A natureza do Bluetooth (e BLE) é baseada na conexão do tipo Mestre/Escravo. Muitos
estudos mostram como criar redes mesh baseadas no Bluetooth clássico, que são conhe-
cidas como Scatternets, onde alguns nós são utilizados como escravos com o objetivo de
repassar os dados entre os mestres. Contudo, o BLE não tinha suporte para a mudança
entre mestre e escravo até o lançamento da especificação Bluetooth 4.1, em 2013.
A capacidade de uma tecnologia sem fio para IoT de criar uma rede ad-hoc móvel (Mo-
bile Ad-hoc Network – MANET) é vital para poder suportar uma grande quantidade de
sensores, periféricos e dispositivos que possam coexistir em qualquer ambiente. Este
trabalho visa propor um novo método de autoconfiguração para BLE, com descoberta
de mapa de roteamento e manutenção, sem a necessidade de mudanças entre mestre e
escravo, sendo compatível com os dispositivos Bluetooth 4.0, assim como com os 4.1 e
mais recentes. Qualquer protocolo de mensagens pode aproveitar o método proposto
para descobrir e manter a topologia de rede mesh em cada um dos seus nós.
Palavras-chaves: Redes Bluetooth; Tecnologia Bluetooth; Redes sem fio em malha; Wire-
less Sensor Networks.
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1 Introduction
Since the wide proliferation of smartphones and the always-connected culture,
where everything is connected and producing Terabytes of data by the minute [1], the
concept of the Internet of Things (IoT) has been increasingly gaining attention. Ideas
about a smart automated home that could anticipate user desires to provide a better
living environment are now more commonly discussed thanks to this phenomenon
that has turned into a whole new industry on its own.
The IoT is a concept where every device is connected to the internet in a bi-
directional way [2, 3], enhancing the devices’ features. For instance, a home refrigerator
could be able to know when certain products are past the expiration date by reading a
small Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tag with the expiration date information
on the product, and then notify the user via e-mail or text message. This introduced
new fields of study as well as created priorities on technological development: the fact
that everything would be able to be connected meant creating a vast number of ap-
plications (e.g. wireless sensors) that consumed as little power as possible, optimizing
processing and transmission power.
For wireless devices, which turned out to be the industry’s favoured means of
communication for sensor networks, several technologies already are available regard-
ing IoT. However, one that is remarkable due to its low cost and extremely low power
consumption is Bluetooth Low Energy. This is due to the great market penetration
Bluetooth already has (almost every smartphone since 2010 has a Bluetooth radio, as
well as many consumer electronic devices such as mice, headphones, etc.).
The Bluetooth 4.0 specification originally introduced BLE. However, nodes chang-
ing roles between Master and Slave was not supported. This limited the options for
mesh networking, as any connection-based routing protocol was to be discarded. In
the literature, the first attempts on multi-hop communication in BLE [4] came in the
form of massive broadcasting (connection-less). Other authors also presented mesh
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network topologies based on broadcasting, nRF OpenMesh [5], and CSR’s CSRMesh
[6] (although the latter is closed source).
Another approach, this time connection-based, was published in 2014 by Ma-
harjan et al. [7]. Since it was based on Bluetooth 4.0, it relied on having 2 radios in a
single node, connected by I2C, to supply the functions of both Master and Slave. It
proposed a Tree topology for a fixed BLE network.
However, on December 2013, the Bluetooth SIG announced the 4.1 specification
[8], enabling connection-based mesh networks (by allowing on- the-fly role switching
between Master and Slave). Some authors have published works considering these
new features [9–11]. However, they all present their results based on more powerful
hardware, usually Android smartphones. This is due to the fact that the processing
done by masters is much more intensive than the processing required by a sensor or
slave device. Power consumption is another fact that requires consideration when de-
veloping these solutions: BLE was, by design, developed so that it could be a very low
power wireless technology for sensors and applications: often powered by coin cell
batteries or even energy harvesting [12]. Therefore, an approach compatible with BLE
4.0 (no Master/Slave role changing) is still viable and it is less demanding on hard-
ware, which leads to reduced implementation costs for consumer device sensors (e.g.
Heart rate monitors).
Finally, a paper was published in 2015 considering this approach using oppor-
tunistic routing to reduce the amount of unnecessary broadcasts, and thus, reducing
the overall energy consumption: BLEmesh [13]. BLEmesh, based on advertisement
broadcasts, is a protocol that manages to transmit information from one node to a des-
tination node by broadcasting using opportunistic routing, a technique that lets each
node decide whether to rebroadcast a message or not depending on a priority table.
1.1 Problem
The main problems in any MANET rely on the following three areas:
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1. Dynamic Address Allocation
2. Network Topology Mapping
3. Data Routing
However, in BLEmesh and mostly all other cited publications regarding BLE
mesh networking, only the latter is addressed. The dynamic address allocation and
mapping of the network topology are usually omitted or assumed a priori, even for data
routing schemes that rely heavily on them (such as the opportunistic routing scheme
proposed by BLEmesh) [13]. Therefore, there is a need for a method to solve these
problems specifically for BLE in the literature.
1.2 Motivation
This work is motivated by three factors. Firstly, the IoT industry is growing at
an exponential rate. Big companies like Cisco are predicting that the total IoT indus-
try market worth will be around US$ 14.4 trillion by 2022, with the majority invested
in improving customer experience [14]. Research in this field, specifically in the IoT
Consumer Electronics industry, is very motivating and in high demand.
Moreover, the Gartner’s Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies of 2015 [15],
which is a major forecasting guide for emerging technologies that is published yearly,
shows the Internet of Things at the peak of the hype curve (Figure 1.1) . It is expected
that in 5 to 10 years the IoT will reach the plateau of productivity, in which product
and technology development in the field will be most profitable.
Secondly, the literature review showed that there is a lack of solutions to the
dynamic address allocation and network topology mapping for BLE mesh networks.
Furthermore, there are great suggestions for data routing applications such as imple-
menting opportunistic routing schemes for BLE, but they require as a basis, or frame-
work, a functional method for the aforementioned issues.
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Finally, the possibility of contributing to the Consumer Electronics industry and
academia is extremely motivating.
Figure 1.1 – Gartner’s Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies, 2015 [15]
1.3 Objectives
The main objectives for this work are divided in two:
1. To develop a method to support the creation of BLE mesh networks.
2. To address the issues of current BLE mesh protocols in the literature: dynamic
address allocation and network topology mapping.
In this work, a new method for dealing with the described problems of set-
ting up a wireless mesh network in Bluetooth Low Energy is presented. It consists on
two parts: an auto-configuration protocol for the nodes to define and maintain IDs
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(dynamic address allocation scheme); and a proactive source routing protocol for dis-
covery, maintenance, and mapping of the network topology in the form of spanning
trees.
The method is based on adapting the known RSVconf protocol These protocols
together form a framework that can be used by any message routing protocol, whether
it is based on opportunistic routing (such as BLEmesh [13]), or scatternets [7, 11, 16].
The rest of this work is organised as follows:
• Chapter 2 will present the literature review of the Internet of Things, the main
communication technologies for the IoT, and Bluetooth Low Energy, including
its functionality and state-of-the-art.
• In Chapter 3, the concept of Dynamic Address Allocation is introduced along-
side an overview of the main protocols used for IP-based MANETS in the lit-
erature. Then, the BLE Dynamic Address Allocation protocol will be explained
thoroughly, first by presenting the problems associated with the mesh nodes dis-
covery, and then describing the auto-configuration protocol.
• Chapter 4 is divided in two parts: the Proactive Source Protocol for BLE, and the
integration of both presented protocols as a solution.
• A simulation for a proof-of-concept evaluation is described in Chapter 5, explain-
ing the considerations for the integration of the two proposed protocols.
• Finally, the results obtained from the simulation are presented in Chapter 6.
• Chapter 7 presents the conclusions for this work.
• Appendix A presents the formal mathematical definitions of the Graph Theory
used in this work.
• In Appendix B, the compression gain of using LCRS over the traditional Edges
Pairs approach for encoding spanning trees is mathematically demonstrated.
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• Appendix C contains the m-code source code for the BLE node class definition in
MATLAB.
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2 Fundamentals
The Internet of Things (IoT), the underlying communication technologies of it,
and the selected technology for this work (BLE) are concepts that have extensive pres-
ence in the literature. This Chapter presents a literature review of key concepts, and
the state-of-the-art of Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE).
2.1 Internet of Things
The Internet of Things is becoming a more popular phrase in the modern wire-
less communications field. It is not a new idea, but it is only viable due to the progress
made in hardware and software development in the last decade [17]. There are several
definitions as well, but Yuan provides a very concise and accurate one:
‘IoT refers to any system of interconnected people, physical objects, and IT
platforms, as well as any technology to better build, operate, and manage
the physical world via pervasive data collection, smart networking, predic-
tive analytics, and deep optimization’. [18]
The idea behind quoted definition relies on the data collection by the IoT system
(usually through wireless sensors) so that the system gathers knowledge about the
physical world, and through more complexity layers, can interact with it to provide
a better experience to the user. These complexity layers are described as a Perception
Layer, a Network Layer, and an Application Layer [19]. This architecture is illustrated
in Figure 2.1. Although this model was originally presented by [20], there is currently
no universally accepted architecture for the IoT [20].
The IoT’s applications are very diverse, usually being referenced in the litera-
ture as consumer electronics, but also being able to serve the industry. For instance, a
team from Saarland University is working on developing sensor technology for a smart
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Figure 2.1 – Architecture of IoT [19]
fence able to prevent unauthorised people from entering restricted areas by alerting
when a security breach is detected (e.g. people climbing or cutting the fence) [21].
Nevertheless, it is true that the major focus of the IoT is consumer electronics,
as the potential market will reach up to 25 million connected devices according to a
forecast from Gartner [21]. According to Islam [22], the three major domains the IoT
will target are industrial, smart city, and health care. For industrial and smart city ap-
plications, it is undeniable that WSNs will have major impact on their development.
IoT applications in smart city also range from security and surveillance to air quality
monitoring and smart parking. In health care, there are already devices in the market
such as Bluetooth Smart heart rate monitors (e.g. AliveCor Kardia). Islam also predicts
that the IoT will be used for device monitoring and connected thing locating, to find
and track the location of objects in real time.
Finally, a trend worth mentioning has already invaded the market: wearables.
With the great impact of big companies such as Apple and Samsung, and their flagship
smart watches, early adopter consumers have started to incorporate wearable smart
devices as part of their lives. These devices will contribute largely to the adoption and
proliferation of the IoT. Communication technologies that provide great connectivity
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with the smartphones will definitely be important for this purpose [23].
2.2 IoT Connectivity
Communication technologies are key to the success of the Internet of Things.
This fact is commonly accepted, and thus has created a trend on research on several
technologies, both wired and wireless [24]. In residential environments, the integra-
tion of several elements within their Home Area Networks (HAN) will define the ac-
ceptance of the IoT by the end consumer. These HANs can be wired, wireless, or a
mixture of both. They don’t necessarily have to depend on a single communication
technology, but can rather be a multi-technology network.
Moreover, a common concept of the IoT leads to an interconnected device net-
work that a user may interact with, usually using a smartphone. This is also called an
‘appcessory’ market [12]. However, most of the IoT will be machine-to-machine (M2M)
communications to integrate large networks consisting of sensors and actuators, spe-
cially in the Smart Home [25].
Nowadays, most of the internet-enabled devices operate using the TCP/IP pro-
tocol, specifically IPv4. IPv4 is an obsolete 32-bit protocol, superseded by the 128-bit
IPv6 to address the issue of the extreme quantity of devices requiring IP addresses.
However, having that many more bits is a problem for low power devices trying to
optimize transmission payload and times. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
has developed a IPv6 Low power system, dubbed ‘6Lo’ to mitigate that problem [26]:
6LoWPAN (IPv6 over low-power wireless personal area networks), 6LoBTLE (IPv6
over Bluetooth Low Energy), 6LoWLAN (IPv6 for IEEE 802.11p) and 6LoWLANAH
(IPv6 for IEEE 802.11ah). Although not every application would require IP protocol,
those who aim to connect to the Internet via a TCP/IP gateway may find it extremely
useful to use one of the ‘6Lo’ protocols.
This section presents a brief description of the most popular communication
technologies for the IoT and Smart Cities in the literature, and then the next section
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specifically goes into detail about the Bluetooth Low Energy communication technol-
ogy.
2.2.1 Ethernet (IEEE 802.3)
Ethernet is the most popular communication technology for wired Local Area
Networks (LANs), and is capable of delivering a high reliable throughput of up to 100
Gbps [27]. However, the maximum supported speed found at the residential level, us-
ing a Category 6 (CAT6) twisted pair cable is 1 Gbps. It is mostly used for IP Networks,
providing a solid Physical and Data Link Layers by using CSMA/CD (Carrier Sense,
Multiple Access with Collision Detection) [27].
The drawback of Ethernet in HANs is that it requires a proper wired infrastruc-
ture to be set-up beforehand. This includes having the Ethernet cables been deployed
(in existing homes, this would imply external wiring or breaking up walls), equipment
to handle the Ethernet traffic at Layer 2 (Ethernet Switches), and power supplies for
both the HAN clients and the switches themselves (although this could be worked
around using Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) adapters.
This becomes an issue for Smart Homes, where the trend is to have everything
go wireless [28], specially if the Smart Home infrastructure is going to include several
sensors (probably wireless). Besides having to wire the Smart Home (having an impact
on cost of deployment), it would require to have large switches to support every de-
vice, not being able to comply with Low Power requirements. his, plus the fact that the
consumer has gotten used to a universal smartphone approach for everything —which
requires no wires— makes Ethernet not suitable for several IoT applications.
However, Ethernet is a viable technology for converging different type of net-
works into a router with Internet connection commonly found in homes; almost every
Internet Service Provider (ISP) that offers wired broadband Internet service deploys a
device with an Ethernet interface. This is particularly useful to provide a gateway for
a WSN to connect to the internet and support remote monitoring.
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2.2.2 Power Line Communications (PLC)
The idea of using the power lines for communication is not a new concept;
it was one of the earliest incentives for the automation of the electric grid [29]. It is
based on introducing a modulated carrier signal over the power lines for bi-directional
communication. This is extremely important, because most users already count with
the electrical power lines at home, thus eliminating the need to tear walls apart for
wire deployment. During the last decade, there has been several advances in the PLC
technologies, as well as new standards.
Power Line Communications can be divided into Broadband PLC and Narrow-
band PLC. The Broadband PLC operates between 2 and 250 MHz, with data rates of
several hundred Megabits per second (Mbps) [30], and is suitable for Internet and Mul-
timedia applications. The Narrowband PLC operates between 3 and 500 kHz, and it
can be divided into low and high data rate versions [30, 31]. These are more suitable
for Smart Homes because of their robustness towards noise and interference while be-
ing low power [24, 32].
Nevertheless, PLC face many challenges in order to be a suitable technology
for the IoT. First of all, PLC requires electrical wiring and usually a form of electrical
socket. This limits the devices and applications that could potentially use PLC, and
would mostly require a wireless gateway to interconnect consumer devices such as
smartphones to the PLC network. Besides that, the electrical noise and interference
cannot be predicted by the device manufacturers; industrial applications would have
a much more noisy power network than residential applications.
Finally there are several standards in PLC that may not be compatible between
each other. For instance, in the broadband scenario, two major standards are competing
to dominate the market: IEEE 1901 and ITU-T G.hn [33, 34]. The IEEE 1901 standard
was released in 2010 by the IEEE P1901 Working Group, supporting up to 500 Mbps at
the physical layer using transmission frequencies below 100 MHz.
On the other hand, the G.hn (home network) specification was published in two
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parts, ITU Recommendations G.9960 and G.9961, by the International Telecommuni-
cations Union. G.9960 (approved in 2009) specifies the PHY layer and architecture of
G.hn while G.9961 (approved in 2010) specifies the Datalink layer. G.hn supports data
rates of up to 1 Gbps.
Moreover, there are several more technical challenges for PLC to be considered
reliable and robust [24, 34, 35].
2.2.3 Wireless LAN - WiFi (IEEE 802.11)
WiFi is the most popular wireless technology in the market, and it is developed
under IEEE 802.11 standards [30]. Actually, the IEEE 802.11 is a family of standards,
having several versions such as 802.11b, 802.11g, 802.11n, and more recently, 802.11ac.
In January of 2016, the low power version of 802.11 was announced as 802.11ah [36].
In the 802.11b version, the non-regulated 2.4 GHz band is used employing Di-
rect Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) modulation, with data rates up to 11 Mbps.
The evolution of 802.11b was 802.11g, using, this time, Orthogonal Frequency Divi-
sion Multiplexing (OFDM) instead, reaching up to 54 Mbps [30]. After this, 802.11n
came by, presenting new techniques such as Spatial Multiplexing using Multiple-Input
Multiple-Output (MIMO) techniques with multiple antennas [37], and being able to
use a channel bandwidth of 40 MHz,reaching a maximum of 300 Mbps. Besides that,
it presented the option of using the 5 GHz band as well.
Finally, the latest standard, IEEE 802.11ac, presents a great improvement over
802.11n, further exploiting the MIMO capabilities and expanding the channel band-
width from 80 MHz up to 160 MHz [37]. It is designed to support at least 500 Mbps
data rates.
WiFi is a great technology to be considered for the large scale IoT applications,
as it is widely spread and presents several features of interests such as the following
[38]:
• High Bandwidth
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• Non-Line-of-Sight Transmission
• Large Coverage Area
• Cost Efficiency
• Easy Expansion
• Strong Robustness
• Small Disturbance of Links
On top of that, WiFi is considered a secure wireless technology, featuring 128-
bit Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) encryption in its WiFi Protected Access II
(WPA2) security protocol.
These characteristics make WiFi a very interesting technology for home IoT ap-
plications. Nevertheless, even though WiFi supports low power (802.11ah, or Wi-Fi
HaLow) since January 2016, and it may be more energy-efficient in certain situations
compared to ZigBee [38] (e.g. when ZigBee has to raise power in noisy transmission
scenarios), many of the already existing low-cost/low-power devices won’t be able to
support it, as it works in the sub-GHz band [36] and the radio hardware is different.
2.2.4 ZigBee (IEEE 802.15.4)
The IEEE 802.15.4, better known as ZigBee, is a wireless communication stan-
dard designed for low-power short-range Personal Area Networks (PANs) [30]. It is
notable for having low power consumption, low complexity and deployment cost [32].
This makes ZigBee a great technology for the IoT, and for a Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN).
ZigBee works in the 2.4GHz band with 16 channels (11-26) [39], and all of the
mesh nodes use Carrier Sense, Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA)
to access the network. In the security area, ZigBee also has strong authentication pro-
cess based on 128-bit AES encryption [30]. Besides that. ZigBee’s most popular feature
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is the fact that it can reach longer distances by using multi-hop techniques [39], forming
a Wireless Mesh network.
However, ZigBee has limited market reach, unlike Bluetooth; and it has been
demonstrated that BLE is indeed a lower power technology [40]. The main advantage
of Zigbee, which is the fast deployment of a wireless ad-hoc mesh network with low
power, is challenged by work in the literature [40, 41]. This, work presents BLE as a
lower power alternative to be considered a great candidate for the IoT.
2.3 Bluetooth Low Energy
2.3.1 Basics
Bluetooth is a very popular short-range wireless communication technology de-
veloped by the Bluetooth SIG. The core 4.0 specification was released in 2010 which
introduced Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) and set up the major platform in which devel-
opment towards low energy Bluetooth applications could be based on. This presented
a major candidate for the Internet of Things due to many of its very attractive features;
specially the extremely low power consumption [12, 41].
The first major update to the core specification was published in late 2013 [42]:
Bluetooth 4.1. It was basically the same core concepts and features from 4.0 with im-
provements on user experience and development. Bluetooth 4.2 was released in late
2014 [43], and introduced IPv6 support.
The Bluetooth 4.0 (as well as 4.1 and 4.2) specifications support two modes, or
configurations: Classic Bluetooth and Bluetooth Low Energy. They are not compatible
with each other (i.e., a Low Energy-only device cannot communicate with a Classic
Bluetooth-only device). Both the 4.1 and 4.2 specifications are backwards-compatible;
that is, any Bluetooth 4.1 or 4.2 device can communicate with a 4.0 device on low
energy mode. Pre-4.0 Bluetooth devices cannot communicate using low power mode
[44]. Classic Bluetooth is also called Basic Rate (BR) or Enhanced Data Rate (EDR)
depending on the application (e.g. Bluetooth headsets work in EDR mode). Hereinafter
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the term Bluetooth 4.0+ will be referring to any of the Bluetooth 4 versions (4.0, 4.1, 4.2,
etc.).
The idea behind the creation of BLE was to create an industry of accessories
(sensors, peripherals, wearables, etc.) that would have already a platform to be con-
figured and used by (Bluetooth-enabled smartphones) [12]. In order to do this, some
devices, such as the smartphones which act as hosts, already supported Classic Blue-
tooth, and started supporting BLE since Bluetooth 4.0. The fact that they could support
both Classic and Low Energy forms of Bluetooth defines them as dual-mode Bluetooth.
In contrast, Low Energy devices like sensors that do not support Classic Bluetooth are
called single-mode devices.
Bluetooth Low Energy is branded to the end consumer as Bluetooth Smart [42].
Since there are dual and single mode devices, they were branded Bluetooth Smart
Ready and Bluetooth Smart, with the logos shown in Figure 2.2a and Figure 2.2b re-
spectively. The possible configurations are depicted in Figure 2.3 along the protocol
stacks that allow the communication between them.
(a) Bluetooth Smart Ready
(b) Bluetooth Smart
Figure 2.2 – Bluetooth Smart Branding [45]
Bluetooth 4.0+ consists of three main blocks: Controller, Host, and Application.
These will be explained in the Operation section of this chapter; however, it is impor-
tant to know that they can be implemented in several ways. For small applications,
such as sensors, an implementation using a System-on-Chip (SoC) can be done, if the
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Figure 2.3 – Configurations between Bluetooth versions and device types [44]
application is small. This can be particularly useful for cost reduction and reduced en-
ergy consumption on the device. An example of this would be the Texas Instrument
CC2540 BLE SoC [46]. Nevertheless, there are cases in which a more powerful proces-
sor is available to the device (e.g. smartphones, Raspberry Pi, etc.) and the application
can run on that particular main CPU.
This division was designed originally for legacy purposes, as in the early days
of Classic Bluetooth, it wasn’t possible to implement the complete stack and applica-
tion in a single chip due to hardware limitations. Nevertheless, the host and controller
parts can be implemented on different chips, using the Host-Controller Interface (HCI)
to communicate between them (running the Host block alongside the application), or
have a connectivity device with the host and controller parts. In the first case, the HCI
can use UART/USB or even I2C to communicate the Host and the Controller chips.
The latter case requires the use of proprietary protocol to communicate the application
with the connectivity device, as shown in Figure 2.4 [44].
2.3.2 Operation Mode
Classic Bluetooth operates in 3 different operation modes: synchronous, asyn-
chronous and state modes. Both synchronous and asynchronous work in a master-
slave scenario, where the synchronous mode maintains a connection via Synchronous
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Figure 2.4 – Hardware Configurations [44]
Connection-Oriented (SCO) channels while the asynchronous connectionless (ACL)
mode uses the same connection, but can lower the duty cycle depending on traffic
needs [12].
Bluetooth Low Energy works differently. It can communicate with other devices
using broadcast messages or connections. Broadcast messaging is also called Connec-
tionless Broadcasting, and it doesn’t require a previously established connection be-
tween two devices to send a message. In this scenario, there are two roles: the broad-
caster and the observer (i.e., any device that can listen and is in range of the broad-
caster). The ability of a BLE device to broadcast is critical for mesh networks, as it is
the only way to simultaneously communicate with more than one device [44]. BLE uses
broadcasting as feature called Advertising, which will be explained in this section.
On the other hand, BLE’s other main mode of communication requires con-
nections. It basically opens communication between devices by the broadcast of an
advertising packet at any moment (asynchronously) by a broadcaster device, and then
clients that are listening can respond with a connection request if they want to form
a connection. This can be scheduled (but still be considered asynchronous), thus re-
ducing airtime to a minimum [12]. The main advantage of connection- based commu-
nication relies on bi-directional communication, the security (encryption and pairing)
between the devices, and potential power savings if the devices can stay in sleep mode
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until they need to transmit [46].
Furthermore, similar to broadcasting, connections involve two main roles: the
Central role (Master) and the Peripheral role (Slave). A master is a device (usually
with more powerful hardware) that scans the preset frequencies for advertising pack-
ets from any peripherals and, when desired, initiates the connection. During the con-
nection event, the master controls the timings and flow of data. A slave, or peripheral,
is a low-power device (usually a sensor) that will broadcast connectible advertising
packets indicating its will to communicate to a central device. Once a central initiates a
connection with a peripheral, the peripheral will follow the master’s timing and data
exchange instructions. Notice that there are several types of advertising packets, one
of them being a connectible advertising packet.
Originally in Bluetooth 4.0, some role restrictions existed for the BLE devices: A
device could not act as a Central and a Peripheral at the same time, a Peripheral could
only be connected to one central, and a Central could be connected to multiple Periph-
erals. These restrictions motivated the research of connectionless techniques for BLE
mesh networking, such as [4, 13], and this work itself. A connection-based topology is
shown in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5 – Connection-based Topology [44]
However, since Bluetooth 4.1, these restrictions were removed and now a de-
vice can act as a Central and a Peripheral at the same time. Besides that, a Peripheral
can connect to multiple Centrals, and a Central can still connect to multiple Peripher-
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Figure 2.6 – Mixed Topology of Bluetooth 4.0+ [44]
als. This encouraged work on BLE scatternets and connection-based mesh networking
[7, 9, 47]. This still requires the adequate hardware to support acting as both roles si-
multaneously though. The literature shows work on Bluetooth 4.1 connection-based
mesh networks implemented only on powerful hardware such as smartphones. This
allows the existence of mixed topologies, using both BR/EDR and BLE to integrate
multiple devices. An example of a mixed topology is illustrated in Figure 2.6.
2.3.3 Scatternets
Before Bluetooth 4.0 and BLE, there was an interest in the literature to form
MANETs using Classic Bluetooth. Due to the limitations of Classic Bluetooth at the
time (slaves having only 1 master, masters with a maximum of 8 slaves) a topology
known as Scatternet as widely used for that purpose, in which each master had its
own mini network (called ‘Piconet’), and one of the 8 slaves switched between two
masters serving as a gateway between Piconets [48]. Many Piconets joined together
are known as a Scatternet, illustrated in Figure 2.7.
Scatternets for BLE are a recent subject of study [11, 16, 49] due to Bluetooth
4.1+ supporting multiple roles at the same time. However, Scatternets are not viable
without connection-based communication and thus not part of the scope of this work.
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Figure 2.7 – Scatternet Topology
2.3.4 Technical Characteristics
The main characteristics of BLE are shown in Table 2.1. The most remarkable
features from BLE are its extremely low output power (10 mW, while Classic Bluetooth
operates typically at 25 mW during transmission) and very low duty cycle required for
normal operation.
Table 2.1 – BLE characteristics [42]
Feature Value
Range ∼ 150 m open field
Output Power ∼ 10 mW (10 dBm)
Max Current ∼ 15 mA
Latency 3 ms
Topology Star
Connections > 2 billion
Modulation Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying (GFSK) at 2.4
GHz
Robustness Adaptive Frequency Hopping, 24-bit CRC
Security 128-bit AES CCM
Sleep Current ∼ 1 µA
Modes Broadcast, connection, event data models reads,
and writes
BLE can only have 5 States [43], as shown in Figure 2.8. These are:
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1. Scanning: The master/host device looks for advertising messages in the three
advertising channels.
2. Advertising: The peripheral/slave device sends and advertising message indi-
cating it is available for connection.
3. Initiating: When a master receives an advertising message, it initiates connection
by sending a connection request with the parameters of the connection.
4. Connection: A peripheral enters the connection state when establishing a connec-
tion after a connection request.
5. Standby: After a connection is ended, any device goes back to standby (i.e., sleep)
mode.
BLE has a completely redesigned stack based on Classic Bluetooth’s stack. The
BLE Stack is shown in Figure 2.9.
Figure 2.8 – BLE States [12]
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Figure 2.9 – BLE Stack [12]
As discussed in the previous section, the major building blocks of BLE are the
Controller, the Host, and the Application. However, the Application part is more of a
configuration framework for the BLE stack, as it is based on several application profiles
(e.g. HRP – Heart Rate Profile) and services [43]. This is not the actual developer’s
application, but the top- level layer of the BLE Stack. The other two major sections are
the Host and Controller.
The Host block consists of the Generic Access Profile (GAP), the Generic At-
tribute Profile (GATT), the Attribute Protocol (ATT), the Security Manager (SM), the
Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol (L2CAP) and the Host-Controller Inter-
face (HCI), which acts as a bridge between the Host and Controller blocks.
The Controller block is the low-level part of the stack, consisting on the second
part of the HCI, the Link Layer (LL), and the Physical Layer (PHY). It also contains a
Direct Test Mode (since Bluetooth 4.1) that allows testing of the radio’s PHY without
requiring the complete protocol stack. The Application Layer profiles make use of the
GAP and GATT to set up the device’s configuration.
The BLE stack layers are described below:
• Generic Access Profile (GAP): Device Discovery and connection services.
• Generic Attribute Profile (GATT): Service Framework for talking to other BLE
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devices.
• Attribute Protocol (ATT): Allows devices to expose certain attributes (data) to
another device.
• Security Manager (SM): Handles Pairing and Key Distribution.
• Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol (L2CAP): Provides data encapsu-
lation for upper layers.
• Host-Controller Interface (HCI): Handles the communication between the host
and controller. If implemented on different chips, it can be via SPI, UART, or
USB.
• Link Layer (LL): Controls the RF state.
• Physical Layer (PHY): Radio frequency on the 2.4GHz band with 1 Mbps bit-rate
using GFSK.
For communication between devices, the BLE stack provides a very elaborate
Application Program Interface (API) requiring mostly to work with the GAP and GATT
layers. This is true for the Texas Instruments TI CC2540 and the TI BLE Stack 1.4.1 [46].
Another very important aspect of Bluetooth is the profiles feature. Profiles are
modes of operation or configurations required for general usage (e.g. Generic Access
Profile) or specific application usage (e.g. Heart Rate Monitor Profile). The profiles set
how the protocols should be used by the BLE stack.
Generic profiles are already defined by the Bluetooth 4.0 specification. They are
part of the upper layer of the Host building block of BLE, and are composed by the
GAP and the GATT. The GAP provides the framework for the PHY radio protocols
(e.g. GFSK) to define procedures to broadcast, scan, discover, set up connections, etc.
Thus, it is the topmost control layer of BLE and every BLE device must comply with
the GAP [44].
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The GATT deals with attributes, which is the main form of BLE data exchange.
It defines the procedures for data transfer by reading, writing, and pushing data from
one device to another. It is considered the topmost data layer of BLE [44].
2.3.5 Advertising
Advertising is the main feature of BLE that allows a device to announce its
desire to transmit information. Usually, the advertising device is a low-power device,
such as a wireless sensor, that has a very small data packet to inform to another device
such as a smartphone, that runs the application to do something with that data (e.g.
logs, show a graphic user interface, allow the user to interact with the device, etc).
BLE’s PHY layer uses GFSK, as mentioned before, and it has 39 total physical 1-MHz
channels where 3 of them are used exclusively for advertising purposes (Figure 2.10.
The other 36 are used for a connection between BLE devices once the Central decides
which one to use based on Frequency-Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) [44].
channel = (curr_channel+ hop) mod 37 (2.1)
The FHSS technique allows the radio to hop between channels using (2.1), where
hop is communicated by the central when a connection is initiated. This means that for
every connection, the value of hop is different, reducing the interference in the 2.4GHz
band. This is particularly important due to the mass usage of WiFi 802.11 that shares
the same 2.4GHz band, and BLE devices nearby may experience interference due to
strong power transmissions from WiFi devices.
In BLE, there is only one packet format, shown in Figure 2.11. It consists of an
8-bit preamble, the 4-byte access address (which for Advertising packets must always
be 10001110100010011011111011010110 in binary or 0x8E89BED6 in hexadecimal), the
variable Protocol Data Unit (PDU) ranging from 2 to 257 bytes, and the 3 bytes for
Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC).
Besides that, two types of packets exist: advertising packets and data packets.
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Figure 2.10 – BLE Frequency Channels [44]
Figure 2.11 – BLE Packet Format [43]
Data packets are used to transmit information between a Central and a Peripheral
through a connection (Bluetooth 4.0+), and it can be used through Central-Central and
Peripheral-Peripheral connections as well since Bluetooth 4.1.
The Advertising packet is specially important for this work as it is the only
type of packet required and used for the auto-configuring mesh protocol described in
Chapters 3 and 4. The Advertising Packet is illustrated in Figure 2.12; it would repre-
sent the 2-to-257 byte PDU from the BLE Packet in Figure 2.11. The BLE Advertising
packet consists on a header and the Advertising Payload. The header is a 2-byte field
that indicates the type of PDU (type of advertising packet), and length of the payload
itself, as shown in Figure 2.13. Fields RFU represent ‘Reserved for Future Use’, and
TxAdd and RxAdd are the information of the PDU for each of the advertising channels
for specific advertising PDUs, and are considered RFU for any other PDU [43]. Fields
considered RFU are set to zero for transmission and ignored on reception. Table 2.2
shows the types of PDU that are allowed in BLE Advertisement packets.
Figure 2.12 – BLE Advetising Packet [43]
The SCAN_REQ, SCAN_RESP, are advertising packets that occur as a consequence
of a device receiving a ADV_SCAN_IND packet. This is called Active Scanning, and the
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Figure 2.13 – BLE Advetising Packet Header [43]
Scanner (device receiving the advertising packet) scans for the advertising device and
receives a response from it. Passive scanning just receives the advertising data, but the
advertiser never knows if it has been received or not. It is important to note that no ad-
vertising packet carries information about the host; it is an instrument to acknowledge
the reception of the advertising packet. Figure 2.14 illustrates the scanning process.
Figure 2.14 – Passive vs. Active Scanning [44]
Table 2.2 – Types of Advertising Packet PDUs [43]
Packet Name Description
ADV_IND Connectible Undirected Advertising Event
ADV_DIRECT_IND Connectible Directed Advertising Event
ADV_NONCONN_IND Non-connectible Undirected Advertising Event
SCAN_REQ Scanning Request Event
SCAN_RESP Scanning Response Event
CONNECT_REQ Connection Request Event
ADV_SCAN_IND Scannable Undirected Advertising Event
The actual advertising packet types used for broadcast are the ADV_IND,
ADV_DIRECT_IND, and ADV_NONCONN_IND. Since ADV_SCAN_IND expects a request and a re-
sponse, it consumes three times the power for a single advertising event than the other
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types, and is not useful for the mesh network scheme proposed in this work. Besides
that, both ADV_IND and ADV_DIRECT_IND are advertising packets aimed at establishing a
connection (hence the type ‘Connectible’).
In BLE, Master devices are not allowed to advertise, while peripheral devices
cannot initiate connections, as mentioned before. In this work, these limitations are
non-detrimental, as these roles are only assumed during a connection and the pro-
posed methods rely on non-connectible advertising packets (ADV_NONCONN_IND) [46].
An example of devices scanning and advertising is illustrated in Figure 2.15, with the
minimum advertising period obtainable of 20 milliseconds.
Figure 2.15 – Scanning and Advertising [44]
In this example, it is important to notice that the Scanning (S) and Advertising
(A) processes are independent and carried on by a host and a peripheral devices re-
spectively. The Scanning is a synchronous process with a 25 ms scanning interval, in
which a single channel is scanned per scanning interval. The Advertising process acts
in short periodic bursts at the beginning of the 20 ms Advertising interval, in which the
3 advertising channels can be used (transmitting a maximum of 3 advertising packets
per advertising interval).
A BLE device can scan for advertising packets in two ways: passive scanning
and active scanning. Passive scanning relies on just listening to the advertising packets,
while active scanning means that after receiving an advertising packet, the device can
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request for scan data. Figure 2.14 illustrates this process.
2.4 BLE Mesh Networking
2.4.1 State-of-the-art
Regarding BLE mesh networking, few papers were published in the literature
addressing this problem. In 2013, the first Multi-hop technique for BLE was proposed
[4]. It was based on flood routing and contained an early implementation in hardware
(Texas Instruments CC2540). After that, in 2014, an open source initiative is launched
for flood routing BLE —nRF OpenMesh (formerly nRF51-ble-broadcast-mesh)— [5]. It
is designed only for the nRF51 chip.
In 2015, [13] proposes the use of the ExOR (Extremely Opportunistic Routing)
algorithm combined with BLE, called BLEmesh. It is clearly more efficient in power
saving than conventional or flood routing. However, [13] doesn’t mention how the
network nodes discover the network map topology; it assumes all nodes have prior
knowledge of the network and the routes between them.
Newer papers published in late 2015 (available only in 2016) are based on the
Bluetooth 4.1 specification and lean towards Piconets and Scatternets, not addressing
the problem of node and route discovery directly.
2.4.2 Types of Ad-hoc Routing
There are mainly three types of routing for MANETs (not considering scatter-
nets), which are listed below and illustrated in Figure 2.16:
1. Flood Routing: Using connection-less broadcasts, every node that receive a broad-
cast will rebroadcast until the message has been received by the destination node.
This is inefficient but most simple to implement. This doesn’t require prior knowl-
edge of the network topology.
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(a) Network Topology (b) Flood Routing
(c) Conventional Routing (d) Opportunistic Routing
Figure 2.16 – Types of Ad-hoc Routing
2. Conventional Routing: Using Unicast connections, the network requires map-
ping of the entire network to decide the shortest/best route and transmits only
through those nodes. Figure 2.16c shows the best route chosen in solid green ar-
rows.
3. Opportunistic Routing: Based on the flood routing mechanism, but it has a logic
above it that decides which node is rebroadcasting (not all nodes rebroadcast).
This saves bandwidth and power by reducing unnecessary broadcasts. Further-
more, nodes receiving the broadcasts may act as backup nodes if the It requires
knowledge of the network topology. Figure 2.16d illustrates the priority route as
solid green arrows, while the dashed blue arrows indicate broadcasts that are not
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rebroadcast at first, but may be used as backup.
A network model, independent of the technology involved, can be divided into
two main parts: address allocation and data routing. The first one is the core of each
element: if there is no way to uniquely identify an element it cannot be part of the
network and interact with the other elements. This is not only for mesh networks, but
for any information network. The latter, data routing, is the method in which data will
travel from one element to others. In wired TCP/IP networks, for instance, data is usu-
ally sent from an element (e.g. terminal) to another through multiple hops: routers (for
Layer 3 packets) and switches (for Layer 2 frames). The next two chapters introduce
these concepts and propose a Dynamic Address Allocation scheme and Data Routing
protocol for BLE.
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3 BLE Dynamic Address Allocation
One of the most important features required for a proper IoT wireless mesh net-
work is node discovery and network registration (i.e., the ability for a node to recognise
other nodes, and to register itself into the existing mesh network). This is usually done
through assigning an address or Node ID to every node forming part of the network
using techniques known as Address Allocation. These techniques can be static (i.e., the
nodes already know the address they will be assigned a priori) or dynamic (i.e., address
allocation happens on-demand).
In a MANET, where the nature of the topology is dynamic and nodes may enter
and leave the network without notice, a static approach is not viable [50–52]. A dy-
namic, on-demand, approach is required to fulfil the requirements of the ever-changing
topology. This is called auto-configuration, which in turn provides self-healing capa-
bilities (adapting to topology changes), and is a vital characteristic of a wireless mesh
network [32].
Node discovery is directly linked on how the communication between nodes
is done. Usually, it requires an initial broadcast from the joining node indicating its
status, then any listening nodes respond and start any methods of node registration
and ID assignment, usually by responding via unicast messages. In BLE, unicast is
only possible in a connection-based communication, and only achievable in a Mas-
ter/Slave situation, as seen in Chapter 2. Therefore, for Bluetooth 4.0, everything must
be communicated through clever use of broadcasting techniques. The following sec-
tion presents an overview of Dynamic Address Allocation techniques used in mobile
ad-hoc networks in the literature.
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3.1 Dynamic Address Allocation
Since interest in MANETs emerged back in the early 2000’s, address allocation
has been a subject of study. Originally, in wired IP networks, dynamic address allo-
cation was done through a centralised Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)
server that is in charge of assigning unique IP addresses to the requesting nodes. DHCP
was standardised by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) in 1993 as an automatic
address allocation protocol, in which an IP address pool is available without human
manual input, and has no MAC address mapping with IPs but merely time duration
for each IP lease [51].
The fact that the addresses are unique is critical for the network, as duplicate
addresses would render the network routing non-viable. However, centralised address
allocation for MANETs is not viable, as the topology is always changing and a link
to a central DHCP server cannot be guaranteed [53]. Thus, a distributed solution for
address allocation became mandatory for MANETs, and most work in the literature
take this approach.
Ad-hoc networks such as MANETs have particular requirements that are not
necessarily shared by common centralised networks. These requirements should be
addressed by the network protocols, and they consist in [51]:
1. Setting up the Network Model
2. Allocation of a new joining node with a unique address
3. Duplicate Address Detection (DAD)
4. Network Address re-utilisation
5. Network Partitioning and Merging
The network model defines how the ad-hoc network will operate: this is the core
of the network protocols. It may define the usage of proxy nodes, broadcast or unicast
communications, initial configurations, and network address structures. The model
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must also consider how to include new elements into the network and make sure they
are able to be accessed via a unique identifier inside the network itself; usually by
dynamically allocating addresses to them. In some cases, multiple joining nodes may
request or be assigned the same address, in which DAD algorithms must be used to
ensure that there are no duplicate addresses in the same network. Finally, a network
model should suggest at least one form of data routing protocol so that data can be sent
from any node in the network to any other node (e.g. Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance
Vector (AODV) routing) [51].
3.1.1 Dynamic Address Allocation Protocols
This section presents a short survey on the most popular dynamic address allo-
cation protocols used for MANETs, listing their main characteristics and advantages.
These protocols may be classified into Stateless and Stateful address allocation mecha-
nisms.
Stateless address configuration is the concept in which a node is in charge of
proposing its own address, usually obtained from a network prefix (e.g. network ID)
and a unique number generated by the node [53]. It then relies on a good DAD mech-
anism in order to verify that the address generated is, in fact, unique.
Stateful address configuration is based on nodes knowing and being able to
assign addresses to all the nodes in the network. Wired networks utilise DHCP, which
is a centralised Stateful configuration protocol. Stateful configuration is relevant as
there are some Stateful distributed protocols that are suitable for MANETs.
MANETConf
MANETConf was proposed back in 2002 by Nesargi and Prakash [52] as a dis-
tributed dynamic host configuration protocol to solve IP-based dynamic MANETs ad-
dress allocation. The main workflow of MANETConf goes as follows:
1. A new node (e.g. Node A) requests to join the network.
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2. A node that is already part of said network (e.g. Node B) receives the request.
3. Node B proposes a candidate IP address for Node A.
4. Proposed IP address is evaluated by every other node in the network. If it is
accepted by every node, Node B assigns the proposed IP address to Node A.
5. If it is rejected, another candidate IP address is proposed and the process itself is
repeated.
The motivation behind MANETConf was that most literature work up to that
point assumed the nodes in IP MANETs were configured a priori; and DHCP required
a centralised server. MANETConf presents the following characteristics [52]:
• Its main workflow ensures unique addresses to every node using DAD.
• It is based on the Distributed Mutual Exclusion algorithm by Ricart and Agrowala.
• It is based on an Initiator (e.g. Node A) and Proxy (e.g. Node B) concept.
• It supports Network Partitioning and Merger.
• It was designed for TCP/IP networks.
• When there is conflict or duplicity in merged networks, initiators with lower IP
addresses have priority.
DACP
The Dynamic Address Configuration Protocol for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks
was proposed in 2003 by Sun and Belding-Royer [50] designed for TCP/IP-based MANETs.
It is a stateless protocol, where nodes can obtain their IP addresses without a fixed
server; but rely on a node running a special role in order to validate unique addresses
(DAD).
DACP uses the concept of ‘Strengthened DAD’, which is trade-off between the
concepts of Weak DAD and Strong DAD, explained below [50]
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• Strong DAD: Strong DAD ensures that there are no duplicate addresses in the
same network at any time.
• Weak DAD: Weak DAD is more flexible than DAD. It tries to prevent a packet
from being routed to a wrong node in the network, even if they were assigned
the same IP address.
• Strengthened DAD: No duplicate addresses exist in a well connected network
where only temporary node disconnections occur [50].
The address auto-configuration protocol itself is based on the premise that once
a node obtains a unique IP address, it will keep it for the rest of it’s session as long as
it remains part of the network. In a MANET, nodes are highly mobile, and temporary
disconnections may occur. During these disconnections, the IP address is not be re-
utilised by other nodes to allow the node to reconnect to the network. However, it may
be possible that the node itself went off-line or lost power, and DACP incorporates
time leases on IP addresses, the same way centralised DHCP works.
Meanwhile, the possibility of multiple nodes requesting IP addresses in differ-
ent networks and getting the same IP address exists, and it wouldn’t be a problem
unless those networks happen to eventually merge, which would lead to erroneous
routing. In order for DAD to detect this during a network merge, each network is as-
signed a unique identifier (e.g. a network ID, or NID).
In order to validate that the actual IP addresses are unique, DACP uses a con-
cept called Address Authority (AA), which is a role in which all states of the network
are maintained, including each node’s IP address and NID, and their associated ad-
dress time leases.
There is a Primary Address Authority (PAA) and a Backup Address Authority
(BAA) in DACP. The PAA is in charge of broadcasting a Network Identifier Advertise-
ment (NIA) message periodically to inform every node in the network of their correct
NID. Usually, the PAA adopts its own MAC address as the NID (becoming a 48-bit
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NID). This periodic broadcast also helps in detecting network merges (receiving a dif-
ferent NID broadcast).
Finally, the BAA is usually the first node to register with the PAA. When the
PAA receives a registration request from a node, it sends the update to the BAA which
replies with an acknowledgement. The protocol also supports mobility with the AAs
and disconnections in the following cases:
1. PAA disconnection: If the PAA fails or gets disconnected, the nodes will not re-
ceive any more NIA messages. After a few missed broadcasts, the BAA will be-
come the PAA and set the NID to its own MAC address, then broadcast a message
indicating this new value as an update to the rest of the network. Since the BAA
has a backup of the list of registered nodes, they do not need to re-register again.
Finally, the new PAA selects a new BAA.
2. BAA disconnection: If the BAA fails, the PAA will not receive an acknowledge-
ment when informing the update, or when it cannot discover a routing path to
the BAA (using the underlying routing protocols). If the PAA misses several ac-
knowledgement messages, it assumes the BAA is disconnected and proceeds to
select a new BAA. If the network is converged, the PAA sends an empty update
message just to ensure that the BAA is still alive.
3. Both PAA and BAA disconnect: When both AA become disconnected, the nodes
will stop receiving NIA messages. After several time-outs (larger than when only
the PAA disconnects), each node starts a random timer. Whoever expires first
becomes the PAA and broadcasts a NIA with its own MAC address as NID. Once
the other nodes (with the timer running) receive a NIA, they stop their timer and
register with the new PAA; and the PAA selects a new BAA.
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Prophet
The Prophet address allocation algorithm was developed by Zhou et al. in 2003
[54] as a way to reduce the overhead and latency in MANET auto-configuration pro-
cesses in MANETConf and other protocols at the time. It is a stateful configuration pro-
cess, where each node has the ability to assign and generate new IP addresses based
on a sequence generator and a seed.
The protocol is based on not requiring to broadcast or inform the list of free
unique IPs available to the rest of the network. This is done using states. A new IP
address can be generated by using a function f (n) to generate a large sequence of
integer numbers R using the seed and its current state to do so. If R is large enough,
the sequences generated by f (n) satisfy the following:
1. Two occurrences of the same number would have an extremely long interval in
between.
2. The probability of generating more than one occurrence of the same number by
different seeds in a short interval is extremely low.
The process of network joining is described below [54]:
1. The first node in the network (e.g. Node A) chooses a random number as its IP
address and either a random or its default state value.
2. A new joining node (e.g. Node B) gets in range of Node A and requests an IP ad-
dress.
3. Node A uses function f (n) (with its state value as seed) to generate a new IP
address (e.g. n2), and a new state value, and sends them to Node B. Then, Node A
updates its state value to the new value generated.
4. Node B receives n2 and the new state value and uses them as its own new IP
address and seed.
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5. At this point, both Node A and Node B are able to accept new joining nodes.
If the process keeps repeating itself with every new node, there will be no con-
flict if the size of R is large enough. Regarding network partitions and mergers, since
the sequences are different if the network gets partitioned eventually, the IP addresses
will not be in conflict for large IP address pools. It is important to notice that the same
f (n) is used by every node. The updated seed is what keeps the sequence predictable
and the IDs unique.
PACMAN
The Passive Auto-configuration for Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks protocol, or PAC-
MAN, was proposed as a combination of stateful and stateless elements for a low-
overhead dynamic address allocation protocol by Weniger in 2005 [55]. At that time,
most research was still oriented to improving the routing protocols, and work on dy-
namic address allocation for IP MANETs presented relative low performance regard-
ing bandwidth overhead and support for frequent network partitioning and merging.
PACMAN relies on the ongoing data routing protocol for an efficient distributed
address allocation. The state information regarding IP addresses in the network is col-
lected passively by listening to the routing packets in a ‘lazy´ manner, in order to save
bandwidth [55]. It also presents a modular architecture and uses encoded compressed
IP addresses to further reduce bandwidth. Figure 3.1 illustrates the modular architec-
ture of PACMAN.
The most important modules of the PACMAN architecture are as follows:
1. Routing Protocol Packet Parser: this module is in charge of extracting the infor-
mation from incoming routing packets and passing the extracted data onto the
PACMAN manager in a generic format. This module supports many different
types of routing protocols (such as OLSR and AODV).
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Figure 3.1 – PACMAN modular architecture [55]
2. Address Assignment: The address assignment module contains the Address al-
location table. When a node adopts an IP address, this module selects it using the
probabilistic algorithm of [55].
3. Passive Duplicate Address Detection (PDAD): the PDAD is in charge of detecting
potential address conflicts (e.g. after a network merge) only by using the extracted
data from the routing packets. The PDAD is completely passive, as it name sug-
gests, and does not send any messages or packets to validate uniqueness.
4. Conflict Resolution: If in any case there is a conflict detected, the Conflict Reso-
lution module notifies the conflicting node so that it can change its IP address.
5. Address change Management: When changing an IP address, it is important to
notify the other nodes so routing is not broken. This module handles this type of
communication.
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6. Address encoding/decoding: PACMAN also helps in reducing the size of the
packets by encoding the IP addresses into variable-sized addresses before encap-
sulating the packets in the MAC Layer. Once the packet is received by a node,
this same module is in charge of decoding the IP addresses for processing.
The IP address encoding and decoding is an optional module for PACMAN,
and is not required for the proper functioning of the protocol alone.
RSVconf (ReSerVation) protocol
In 2006, Bredy et al. proposed RSVconf as a lightweight stateful auto-configuration
protocol that designed for highly mobile MANETs; particularly, for the Intelligent Trans-
portation System (ITS), or inter-vehicular communication based on the Internet Proto-
col [56]. It supports network partitioning and merging, and has the following features:
• It is a Stateful protocol: every node has knowledge of the nodes in the network, as
each node maintains and updates a local table with the IP addresses and unique
identifiers for every member of the network. This allows any node to manage a
new node registration and network mergers and partitions.
• Merger and partition detection: Since Network IDs (NID) are used on every mes-
sage, it is easy to detect when a new network collides with a node (receiving
periodic broadcasts with a different NID), and process the merger adequately.
• Fast response: depending on the configuration of the protocol (counters and time-
outs), it is possible to quickly detect events (e.g. node registration, mergers, etc.)
and react to them accordingly.
• Number of Nodes: in IEEE 802.11 WiFi, the Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU) is
7981 bytes. With this in mind, RSVconf can support up to 200 nodes without
packet fragmentation (considering sending an IP address and a database identi-
fier per node plus a protocol preamble).
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• Independence of routing protocol: A routing protocol is not required, as most
messages are only sent to the nearest neighbours (1-hop broadcast). Neverthe-
less, it is possible to take advantage of proactive source routing protocols in the
maintenance phase.
The protocol relies on sending short messages, some of them in unicast for-
mat, to register a new node and check for conflicts in ID assignment from other net-
work members. However, there is one scenario where a node must broadcast its entire
database of addresses: the case of a network merger. In this case, the RSVconf only
requires the nodes at the edges to exchange their databases in order to find duplicates;
afterwards, the merging node sends a message with the entire database and NID to
every known node in its own network, so that they can merge as well.
The functionality of this protocol will be explained in detail in section 3.2, as
this is the chosen protocol for implementing the dynamic address allocation for BLE
mesh networking.
D2HCP and E-D2HCP
Distributed Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (D2HCP) and Enhanced Dis-
tributed Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (E-D2HCP) are two dynamic allocation
protocols proposed by García et al. [53, 57]; one being the improved version of the first
one, presented in 2011.
The main idea of D2HCP is to emulate DHCP in a distributed fashion, where
every node in the network can act temporarily as a DHCP server in order to assign a
new IP address to a new joining node. Figure 3.2 illustrates the node joining process.
D2HCP and E-DHCP present the following characteristics:
• It is a stateful configuration protocol, in which every node in the network is
mapped and has information about the entire network.
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Figure 3.2 – Messages exchanged in D2HCP when joining the network [53]
• There are no special roles for the nodes: every node has the same role and can
assign new IP addresses to requesting nodes. This means that if a joining node
broadcasts a request and more than one node is able to respond, it increases the
probability of acquiring an IP address successfully.
• D2HCP bases its synchronisation on its underlying Optimised Link-State Rout-
ing Protocol (OLSR).
• OLSR is a proactive link-state routing protocol, which periodically broadcasts
network maintenance message in order to keep track of link-state information
and topology in the network.
• D2HCP monitors these broadcast messages to synchronise the nodes’ tables.
Moreover, E-D2HCP incorporates improvements over its predecessor [57]:
• New messages have been added to the protocol: a periodic ‘Hello’ message to de-
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tect possible mergers, and a synchronisation messages when two adjacent nodes
begin the auto-configuration process, so that they establish the priority among
themselves.
• Suspended mode was introduced, in which a client node is awaiting response
from other nodes who are still performing the auto-configuration process.
• Synchronising state: this state allows two adjacent nodes to start their own net-
work in case they don’t find any nodes starting or ending the configuration pro-
cess. They decide also which nodes have priority.
• Other states for improving the server discovery methods were incorporated as
well.
3.2 Dynamic Address Allocation for BLE MANETs
The first idea that came to mind, analogous to a TCP/IP network, was to de-
velop a centralised server in a network that could register and maintain the addresses
of every joining node. This would be an equivalent to a DHCP server, and it is one of
the methods for an IP wireless mesh auto-configuration [58]. However, it is not ade-
quate for a MANET due to the high probability of changes in topology, plus the fact
that most devices would require robust hardware to become a DHCP server addition-
ally to their original purpose (e.g. humidity sensor, LED light actuators, etc.) A broken
link to the DHCP server would leave the network without means to register new nodes
or recover from disconnects.
After the literature review, Bredy et al. presented a study comparing several
auto-configuration protocols including the ones mentioned in the previous section [56].
Almost every method previously mentioned was designed for IP networks, where
the Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU) is usually 7981 bytes for IEEE 802.11 [59]. This
means that on a single transmitted packet, the node has the ability to communicate
a large database with the information from several nodes. However, BLE’s advertise-
ment packet maximum payload is only 31 bytes, where 1 byte is reserved by the BLE’s
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Generic Access Profile (GAP) for the Data Length and GAP AD (Advertised Data)
fields, respectively. Therefore, the limitations of number of nodes and node ID size
will be determined by this.
Due to this big limitation in MTU, an adaptable dynamic address allocation pro-
tocol was required, in which parameters were easily adaptable for small packet trans-
missions, using customised addresses instead of 32-bit IP addresses or 48-bit MAC ad-
dresses. The protocol must also be highly adaptable to mobility, mergers, and discon-
nects. RSVconf features and ease of implementation primed in the decision on which
protocol was more suitable to work for BLE MANETs.
Although D2HCP and E-D2HCP are the most recent dynamic address alloca-
tion protocols in the literature, this work is based on RSVConf due to its synergy with
the Proactive Source Routing (PSR) protocol for network topology mapping. D2HCP
and E-D2HCP rely on OLSR, which is inferior to PSR [60].
In the original RSVConf, the largest message contains every node’s IP address, a
random number generated, and a node identifier, plus a header. Since IPv4 addresses
are made up of 32 bytes, one alone is larger than the MTU in BLE’s advertisement
packet. Thus, IPv4 addresses are not viable for BLE. A new BLE RSVconf protocol is
defined in order to be able to work within the 29-byte effective MTU in BLE’s Adver-
tisement packet.
The BLE dynamic address allocation protocol is an adaptation of the original IP-
based RSVConf. It consists in 3 phases, plus an extra phase in case of a network merger.
Each of the phases carry out specific tasks and utilise specific messages proposed in this
work, defined in Figure 3.3.
The size of 7 bits was considered appropriate for the node IDs, as it supports
a theoretical maximum of 128 nodes (a reasonable number for an intensive wireless
sensor network in a residential environment), and it is still small enough for the Proac-
tive Source Routing protocol (explained in Chapter 4) to support up to 24 nodes in a
single MTU (or circa 100 nodes with packet fragmentation). Bigger IDs would imply
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Figure 3.3 – BLE Reservation Protocol Messages
requiring more fragments per full database update in the MERHI, MERUP, and SENDdb
messages.
3.2.1 Phase 1: Proxy Selection
The first phase of the reservation protocol is the proxy selection. In this phase,
the joining node (i.e., the new node entering the mesh) auto-assigns itself a 7-bit ran-
dom ID. Then, it starts broadcasting a Proxy Request (PREQ) message. Other nodes that
listen to this (and not currently in a merger or RSV time-out) will respond to the request
by broadcasting a Proxy Offer (POFF).
It is possible that more than one node responds with a POFF message. In that
case, the joining node will accept the first POFF and lock onto that proxy, ignoring the
other nodes. It will then assume the mesh ID from the proxy (joining the same mesh
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network) and reply with a Proxy Acknowledgement (PACK) message. Different to the
original RSVconf, that required this PACK to be a unicast, BLE reservation requires the
PACK to be broadcast as well, but it includes the Proxy’s ID so that other nodes receiving
the PACK can ignore it.
If the joining node doesn’t receive a POFF after a certain amount of time, it will
assume it is isolated (or could be the first node in a network), and assume a random
mesh ID. It will then listen to any PREQ messages. Likewise, if a Proxy doesn’t receive a
PACK after a certain amount of time, it will time-out and go back to its normal operation
mode. The maximum waiting times are parameters that can be adjusted when fine-
tuning for hardware.
3.2.2 Phase 2: Reservation
Once a Proxy receives the PACK, it enters into RSV (reservation) mode. This
means it will look up in its local ID database (which is replicated in every node when
convergence is reached) for a random available ID. Then, it broadcasts a RSV mes-
sage with its own ID as srcID, the available ID to be assigned to the joining node
as (targetID), and it will also generate a random 8-bit number to identify the node (in
case of duplicates), which will be sent in the (random#) field.
The random number size of 8 bits is sufficient to guarantee a 99.6% chance of
two nodes not generating the same number and creating a collision, if they ever where
to also randomly assign the same ID to different joining nodes at the same time (e.g.
two new joining devices in different rooms).
The RSV message is then rebroadcast throughout the entire mesh network. Each
node that receives it checks for the existence of the targetID field. If it exists, it then
checks if the targetID already exists in its database. If it does, probably another node
was registered with the same ID, so it compares the random numbers. In case of a
difference, the Proxy needs to be notified of this, so it can assign a new ID to the joining
node. This is done via a Response (REP) message broadcast by the node that detects the
conflict.
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In both cases, a RSV or a REP, the broadcasting node disables itself from for a
short amount of time in order to avoid processing further RSV or REP messages, respec-
tively. This is done so that the broadcasting node will not receive its own broadcast
and be forced to rebroadcast it, causing an infinite loop.
3.2.3 Phase 3: Configuration
In the meantime, the joining node processes the RSV message from the proxy,
and assumes the assigned ID. It then requests the complete database from the proxy
via a REQdb message, so that it becomes fully aware of the other nodes and is able to
become a proxy in a very short amount of time since registering. The Proxy will reply
with a SENDdb message containing the complete database.
In the case of conflict, the detecting node will respond with a REP message as
mentioned above. The REP’s destID field contains the ID of the Proxy that generated
the conflict, and the random# field corresponds to the already existing node (i.e., the
correct node), so that the proxy and every node that received the wrong update can
correct their database. If the joining node (with the conflicting ID) receives the REP
message, it will also compare the random# field with its own. If it is the same, then it
just ignores the REP message; if not, then it looks in the database for a new available
ID. If there are no available IDs, it will go back to broadcasting PREQ messages until a
new ID is available.
Besides that, the ID database table contained in every node consists of 3 fields:
the IDs, the random number representing the nodes, and a keep-alive counter. At every
timer tick (BLE’s ADV period), the node will increase the counter for every node in the
database. Then, it will check if any of the counters reached a threshold, in which the
node will be considered removed from the mesh network.
In order for the nodes to stay alive in the mesh, they need to periodically broad-
cast a keep-alive message, in the form of a RSV message without including the targetID
or the random# fields. If a node receives a keep-alive RSV message, it will zero the keep-
alive counter from that particular node in its database, and then rebroadcast the mes-
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sage. Once again, after the broadcast, it will disable itself for a short while to prevent a
broadcasting loop.
3.2.4 Merger Situation
So far, all messages sent and received have been done within the same network
(meshID). If a message is received by a node and the meshID is different than the one of
its own (with the exception of a PREQ message, which doesn’t have any meshID fields),
the node will just ignore that message. However, there is a specific message that will
not be ignored, which is the Detect Merger DM message, which is periodically broadcast
by all nodes with a long period (e.g. 1 second for 20 milliseconds normal broadcast
period).
When a node receives a DM, it checks if the meshID is different from its own. If it is
the same, it then proceeds to calculate an MD5 hash from its database and compare it to
the MD5 hash from the DM message. If the hashes are different, the situation represents
a re-merger (a mesh that was part of the mesh and somehow split). If the meshIDs are
not the same, the process is a two-network merger. The reason MD5 was selected is
due its well known algorithm, and the fact that the hash is barely going to be used for
identification and not for encryption or security.
In any case, the node receiving the DM will compare the size of its own database
with meshSize. If the node’s database size is greater or equal, it proceeds to broadcast
a Merger Hi! (MERHI) message so that the DM sender starts the merger process. If, on the
other hand, the node’s database size is smaller, then it will proceed as if it received the
MERHI itself.
When a MERHI is received by a node, and it is directed to itself, it starts the
merger procedure. First, it changes to the new meshID (in case of a re-merger, this pro-
cess is skipped). After that, it adopts the new database as its own, dropping the old
one. In case of a re-merger, it then looks for its own ID and random#. If they are the
same, then it means that it is the only node with that ID, and it does nothing else. If the
random# is different, it then looks for a new available ID and adopts it; then broadcasts
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a Merger Update (MERUP) message.
The procedure when receiving a MERUP is similar to the MERHI. They are different
messages to avoid multiple mergers at the same time —MERHI is directed, as if it were
unicast, while MERUP is non-directed—.
Finally, when any node executes the merger routine, it disables itself, like in
the RSV scenario, so that multiple mergers can be avoided and a convergence can be
achieved.
3.3 Packet Fragmentation
The maximum number of nodes supported in a single BLE Advertisement packet
is defined by (3.1), where the effective MTU is 29 bytes or 232 bits (elements inside
brackets in (3.1) indicate their dimension or size in bits). This worst case scenario oc-
curs with the largest possible message in the BLE reservation protocol: the MERHI mes-
sage.
Nmax =
MTU− [msgCode]− [meshID]− 2× [nodeID]
[nodeID] + [random#]
(3.1)
Therefore, the maximum number of nodes supported in a single packet for BLE
is Nmax = 13. In order to support more than 13 nodes, the DataBase field will require
two more fields on the front, as shown in Figure 3.4. The Fn and Fmax represent the
Fragment Number and Total Fragments per message fields respectively. In a case of
approximately 100 nodes (which is also a recommendation from the PSR protocol in
Chapter 4), both Fn and Fmax require 3 bits respectively.
Figure 3.4 – BLE Reservation Database Field
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As a special note, it is important to consider that even though this could rep-
resent a significant performance loss (augmenting the number of fragments per mes-
sage), it will only occur on either a merger situation (which would require the propaga-
tion of the entire database), or a new node registering (in which only the Proxy would
be sending the database). All the other messages do not require sending the database,
including the keep-alive messages. Thus, convergence can quickly be reached and
maintained with mostly single-fragment messages.
3.4 RSV Convergence
The BLE Reservation protocol will continue to transmit and update the node
IDs of every node until it has reached convergence (i.e., every possible node in reach is
identified and within the same mesh ID). This can be detected by each node through
a simple counter mechanism: when a network is converged, only DM and keep-alive
messages (RSV) will be circulating in the network. the DM’s will be ignored and not
rebroadcast, while the keep-alive will be the only ones being rebroadcast. If a node
does not receive any of the other messages listed in Figure 3.3 after a while, it can
decide the network is converged.
This property of convergence detection is vital for the PSR protocol to start and
not end up in errors, as it will be presented in the next chapter.
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4 Proactive Source Routing for BLE
In the previous chapter, a BLE dynamic address allocation protocol for node
autoconfiguration was presented. This alone, however, is not enough for any routing
method other than flood routing (flooding with broadcast messages), as it only pro-
vides convergence in node ID configuration. A routing protocol is still required to be
able to send application-level messages from one node to a selected destination node
throughout the mesh.
Besides that, routing in MANETs (other than flood routing) require knowledge
of the network topology when deciding the route for the data packet to be transmit-
ted. In contrast, wired or infrastructure wireless network nodes do not need this, as
the central infrastructure access point or the network router itself handle the routes.
Nodes do not need to decide the path, nor they need to know of the existence of their
neighbours. For this reason, a MANET routing protocol should also include a form of
network topology discovery, being either Proactive or On-demand (Reactive).
As it will be presented in this chapter, literature work on network topology dis-
covery for BLE mesh is non-existent, as there is little work on BLE mesh networking
itself; and in those works, the authors assume the network topology and address allo-
cation has already been resolved a priori. This chapter introduces the background of ad-
hoc routing protocols, and then presents the proposed method for network topology
discovery based on Proactive Source Routing in detail, including several algorithms
describing the key procedures of the routing protocol.
4.1 Background
During the literature review for this work, two main trends were found regard-
ing advances in mesh networking for BLE: flood routing protocols or connection-based
protocols. The first type of protocols were the earlier ones, mostly implemented in low
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power hardware (e.g. Texas Instruments TI CC2540) [4]. Some where still simulated,
but most of them targeted flood routing as the means of transmitting the message to
the destination [61]. Even CSR’s proprietary CSRMesh is defined as a flood routing
protocol [13]. The main advantage of this type of protocol is that a routing table does
not need to be maintained (no routes are required).
On the other hand, connection-based protocols required more powerful hard-
ware and were either simulated or implemented in smartphones using the Android
platform [9, 10, 49]. Most of these protocols were based on unicast or conventional rout-
ing. They also required Bluetooth 4.1 compliant devices (for Master/Slave switching),
which means that the protocols were not backwards compatible with most BLE de-
vices already deployed. Furthermore, some of them required specific network topolo-
gies (such as scatternets) with 1 master connected to several slaves, not leaving room
for freedom between the joining nodes [48].
Nevertheless, since the surge of IEEE 802.11 and discussions on wireless mesh
networks (TCP/IP specifically), techniques regarding optimised flood routing have
been presented. These are called Opportunistic Routing protocols, as they are based on
broadcasting and decision making to avoid unnecessary broadcasts. The most promi-
nent protocols include Extremely Opportunistic Routing (ExOR) and Simple Oppor-
tunistic Adaptive Routing (SOAR) [62, 63].
4.2 Ad-Hoc Routing Protocols
There are two main types of ad-hoc routing protocols: Proactive routing and
On-demand (Reactive) routing. Proactive routing protocols are table-driven routing
protocols that require the mapping of the entire mesh topology. They are called proac-
tive because they periodically update their database with the destinations and routes,
and distribute them throughout the network [64]. These types of routing protocols are
suitable for small to medium sized networks, as there is the problem of routing over-
head since every node must update the others with their routing table. One of the most
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popular proactive protocols is Destination Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV).
On-demand routing, on the other hand, are protocols that discover a route
whenever they require to send a message. This is done by flooding the nodes with
broadcasts requesting route information and relying on each of the node’s routing in-
formation to relay the message [64]. Some on-demand protocols include Ad-hoc On-
Demand Distance Vector (AODV) and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR).
The major problems with the above mentioned protocols regarding MANETs
rely on the high susceptibility to node mobility. In order to prevent that, due to the
broadcast nature of wireless communications, several nodes can store a packet from
a single transmission, and use them as backup [63]. This is known as opportunistic
routing, and has been explored in ExOR. Moreover, Prabhakar and Sikamani [63] con-
ducted a study and developed a very efficient ExOR protocol for vastly dynamic mo-
bile ad-hoc networks based in a new opportunistic routing protocol: Position-based
Opportunistic Routing (POR). The basis of this protocol relies on Proactive Source
Routing (PSR) [60].
The POR protocol presented in [63] is designed for IEEE 802.11 networks, and it
would be required to be studied and adapted for BLE. In fact, a similar approach was
taken by BLEmesh [13], based purely on ExOR and not POR. However, no work has
been published considering the underlying requirements for an opportunistic routing
protocol in BLE: the actual network topology routing. BLEMesh presents an application-
layer protocol for forwarding messages and choosing the best routes, but it assumes the
nodes already know all the possible routes and that the nodes have somehow config-
ured themselves. Therefore, a new Proactive Source Routing protocol designed specif-
ically for BLE would be useful for any Opportunistic Routing protocol, including any
adaptations of POR, or BLEMesh. Moreover, connection-based routing protocols can
also benefit from having a completely mapped network topology to choose the best
route.
This identified problem was the motivation for this work. A lightweight Proac-
tive Source Routing protocol (PSR) was published in 2014 [60], demonstrating clearly
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its advantages over DSDV, DSR, and Optimised LS routing (OLSR). Moreover, distance
vector protocols like AODV, which are on-demand, are not suitable for opportunistic
routing. Therefore, a modified version of PSR for BLE was the best possible choice for
a complete framework for any opportunistic routing protocol.
Due to the implications of this, and the fact that this work also presents an
auto-configuration dynamic address allocation protocol in Chapter 3, the scope of this
thesis does not include developing the opportunistic routing protocol, but leaving the
option of choosing the most adequate opportunistic routing protocol depending on the
requirements of the system.
4.3 BLE Proactive Source Routing
4.3.1 Overview
The PSR protocol fundamentals rely on providing each node knowledge of the
entire network topology relative to them. This is done in the way of a Breadth-First
Spanning Tree (BFST) rooted at each of the nodes, with the entire network branching
from the root node. In order to build and maintain this tree, the protocol has a route
update strategy that bases on events (i.e., receiving broadcasts) and timers (i.e., BLE
Advertisement period).
Periodically, a node will broadcast its most recent BFST based on the best knowl-
edge it currently has about the network. When a node receives update messages from
its neighbours, it updates its own tree structure. Since a node can receive multiple mes-
sages before its broadcast timer ticks again, the tree can be updated multiple times in
a single Advertisement period, gaining efficiency at the time of broadcast, and conver-
gence can be reached faster. This newly updated BFST will be transmitted at the next
broadcast event.
Finally, in the case of a lost node (disconnected or left the mesh radius), the PSR
algorithm has the ability to detect this and drop the node from its tree, informing the
others during the updates. This, combined with the BLE address allocation protocol
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database and keep-alive messages, can decide if a node has just moved to another
physical location within the network’s reach (i.e., it is still reachable through other
nodes) or it has left the network.
4.3.2 Tree and Route Updates
In order to explain the tree and route update nature of the protocol, it is im-
portant to define certain parameters with the Graph Theory definitions illustrated in
Appendix A.
Let the complete mesh network be defined as an undirected graph, G = (V, E),
where V is the set of vertices (or nodes) in the network, and E is the set of edges (or
links) between each node. An example of a simple network can be seen in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1 – Undirected Graph Example
In this example, the graph G can be defined as:
G = (V, E)
V = {0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5}
E = {(0, 1); (0, 2); (1, 2); (1, 4); (3, 4); (4, 5)}
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An edge between two nodes (e.g. nodes p and q) is defined by the edge e = (p, q)
, and e ∈ E. For any node v, its open neighbourhood (i.e., the set of nodes it can reach
in one hop) is defined by (4.1) every node in its reach. It is important to note that the
node v is not part of its own open neighbourhood (i.e., {v} ∩ N(v) = ∅). Likewise, the
closed neighbourhood of v, defined by (4.2), is its open neighbourhood including the
node itself.
N(v) = {u ∈ V|(u, v) ∈ E} (4.1)
N[v] = {v} ∪ N(v) (4.2)
The process of route update starts when the RSV process has converged, either
by having all existing nodes already identified and in the same mesh ID, or by being the
only isolated node with no neighbours at reach; in this case, N[v] = {v} and N(v) = ∅.
Either way, node v is only aware of itself in PSR (even though it may have the
complete database of every ID in the network), and it becomes the root of its tree. If, in
fact, N(v) 6= ∅, the next iteration of broadcasts will provide new information to node
v to update its own spanning tree (a graph rooted at node v). This spanning tree is
denoted as Sv.
Figure 4.2 – BFST (rooted at node 1) of G in Figure 4.1
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Each time node v receives a message, it theoretically receives the BFST from
another node’s perspective (this may not be the case once packet fragmentation is in-
troduced later in this Chapter). It then has a tree Tu for each of the neighbours of v,
given u ∈ N(v). Then, the network topology known by v so far is constructed by a
union graph of Sv with the trees coming from N(v), as shown in (4.3). For instance, in
BFST1 from Figure 4.2, the union graph would be constructed by the union of its current
tree with each of the trees coming from nodes 0, 2, and 4.
Gv = Sv ∪
⋃
u∈N(v)
(Tu − v) (4.3)
The union graph in (4.3) performs the union of each individual tree coming
from each neighbour u ∈ N(v), but it removes the sub-tree rooted at v in Tu. This
operation is required as node v is already its root and it doesn’t require information
about its own tree from another node. Furthermore, it is possible to have Tu − v = Tu,
which would mean that the arriving tree did not contain information about node v.
This usually happens the first time node v receives a tree update from node u.
4.3.3 Neighbour Dropping
As a form of keep-alive, similar to RSV, node v keeps track of every node in
N(v), and stores a table with keep-alive counters. Each time it receives an update from
any node {u} ∈ N(v), it resets the counter for that specific node. In the case node v
stops receiving updates from node u for certain amount of time, the counter will max
out, indicating that node u is no longer a member of N(v). This could happen due to
a number of reasons, for instance, increased packet loss due to physical obstacles (e.g.
a door was closed between nodes), the node was mobile and left the radius of v, the
node’s battery ran out, etc. The node update routine consists of removing node u from
its own graph Gv. This is explained by Algorithm 4.1.
Once Tv is calculated in case of a node time-out, it is not broadcast at that mo-
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Algorithm 4.1 Node Removal Routine
Require: Timer Event
1: for each row in table containing N(v) do
2: if nodeCount(row) > nodeCountMax then
3: Remove u from its neighbours: N(v)← N(v)− {u}
4: Construct a new union graph without including information from Tu:
Gv = Sv ∪
⋃
w∈N(v)
(Tw − v) (4.4)
5: Compute the new BFST Tv from Gv.
6: else
7: nodeCount(row)← nodeCount(row)+ 1
8: end if
9: end for
ment. It can still get updated by receiving other trees, and it will only be broadcast
during its broadcast event (at BLE’s Advertisement Period). This keeps synchronisa-
tion in the broadcasts and prevents excessive messaging, thus saving power.
4.3.4 Tree Representation
The traditional representation of a graph requires a list of its nodes, and the
edges between the nodes. If the list of nodes is not present, it can be inferred from
the list of edges. However, sending a complete tree with every edge in the graph can
result in extremely large update messages and, with a very limited MTU in BLE, can
result very inefficient. In [60], the authors propose a compact tree representation using
Left Child Right Sibling (LCRS) representation and binary trees. A binary tree is a tree
structure in which each element can only have 2 options, or decisions. An example of
a binary tree is shown in Figure 4.3.
The LCRS representation takes advantage of the binary tree structure and de-
fines the element on the left as a child (tier below), and the element on the right as a
sibling (same tier). This means that it is possible to represent a complete BFST with
multiple nodes interconnecting in a binary tree form. As an example, the BFST shown
in Figure 4.2 is represented in LCRS in Figure 4.4a, or a more compact version for vi-
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Figure 4.3 – Example of a Binary Tree [60]
sualisation in Figure 4.4b.
(a) Full LCRS (b) Compact LCRS
Figure 4.4 – LCRS Representation of BFST1
Therefore, it is possible to represent an entire tree of BFST1 in Figure 4.4b a se-
rialised form: [ID1]10[ID0]01[ID2]01[ID4]10[ID3]01[ID5]00, where [ID1] represents
the actual binary ID of node 1. In [60], the authors use the IP address of each node as
their ID, having the complete tree serialised in 34× n (32 bits for the IP address plus 2
bits for the child and sibling bits) for n nodes in the tree.
In BLE’s case, using large IDs is detrimental due to the MTU limitations. For a
mesh network supporting approximately 100 nodes, 7 bits per ID will suffice, requiring
only 9× n bits per serialised tree.
Transmitting the BFST using LCRS represents a data compression gain over us-
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ing the traditional edges pairs approach of graph theory. In this particular case, where
7 bits per ID are used, a BFST can contain circa 55% more topology information than
if it where using the traditional approach. A demonstration of the LCRS compression
gain is presented in Appendix B.
4.3.5 Message Format
The proposed BLE PSR message format is similar to the messages used in PSR,
as shown in Figure 4.5. The header starts with a 4-bit message type code, where the
code 0000 represents a PSR message. The meshID contains the current node’s network
ID, and it is used to avoid any conflicts in case of a new node receiving a PSR message
during a merger (very unlikely event since PSR disables when the RSV is not con-
verged). Fn and Fmax are Fragment Number and Total Fragments, respectively, and are
the fields used for Packet Fragmentation. With this 16-bit header, the actual bits avail-
able for the serialised BFST are 216 bits, as the maximum effective MTU is 232 bits.
Since the tree requires 9× n bits, the maximum nodes per packet would be 24. With 2
bits to determine the fragment number, it is possible for PSR to support a maximum
of 96 nodes. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the choice of 7-bits for ID was optimal, since
RSV can support up to 100 nodes, which is very close to the 96 nodes supported by
PSR.
Figure 4.5 – BLE PSR message format
4.3.6 BFST Composition
To compute the serialized BFST in LCRS of Sv, the node performs a Breadth-
First transversal of its graph (explained in Chapter 2), Gv, which includes all the edges
known to node v. the Breadth-First search is performed in ascending order for nodes of
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the same tier (i.e., if node 1 of Figure 4.1 has an open neighbourhood of N(1) = {4; 0; 2},
the search will look and sort the neighbours as {0; 2; 4}).
Performing this search is the equivalent of going through each of the nodes, tier
by tier, in a Compact LCRS representation, as shown in Figure 4.4b. It is then possible
to create the serialised tree by executing Algorithm 4.2.
Algorithm 4.2 Serialised BFST Composition
1: function COMPOSE BFST(Gv)
. During the Breadth-first search:
2: out← ∅
3: for each node in Gv do
4: childSibling← 00
5: if node has child then
6: childSibling← 10
7: end if
8: if node has sibling then
9: childSibling← childSibling+ 1
10: end if
11: out← concatenate(out, nodeID, childSibling)
12: end for
13: return out
14: end function
Notice that, by definition, the breadth-first search requires the root node (which,
in the case of node v, will always be itself (node v). Due to this fact, the first node ID
in a serialised BFST will always be the ID of the source node (the one who sent the
message). This is particularly useful to identify the source node for operations such as
computing the union graph in (4.3).
4.3.7 BFST Decomposition
When a complete message is parsed by a receiving node, it must first decom-
pose the serialised BFST into Graph form G = (V, E) by transforming the LCRS rep-
resentation into a set of nodes and edges. It is a reverse breadth-first transversal, using
the concept of queue as well, as defined in Algorithm (4.3).
Once the message is decomposed into a BFST (e.g. Tu), the union graph can be
constructed using (4.3).
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Algorithm 4.3 Serialised BFST Decomposition
1: function DECOMPOSE BFST(lcrsMessage)
. Divide the message into an array of node IDs and childSibling.
2: nodeArray← ∅
3: childSiblingArray← ∅
4: Tree← ∅ . Graph with empty edges and empty nodes
5: for each set of 9 bits in lcrsMessage do
6: Append first 7 bits of the set to nodeArray
7: Append last 2 bits of the set to childSiblingArray
8: end for
9: Tree.addNode(nodeArray[1]) . Add the first ID as the root of the tree
10: nodeArrLen← length of nodeArray
11: queue← ∅
12: currentNode← nodeArr[1]
. (currentNode keeps track of the node processing the edges.)
13: for i← 2, nodeArrLen do
. If a node has a child, add it to the queue.
14: if childSiblingArray[i] >= 10 then . Either 10 or 11 represents a child
15: Append nodeArray[i] to queue
16: end if
17: Tree.addEdge(currentNode, nodeArray)
. If the node has no sibling, change current node and unqueue
18: if childSiblingArray[i] = 00 or 10 then
19: qLen← length of queue
20: if queue 6= ∅ then
21: currentNode← queue[1]
22: queue← queue[2 to qLen]
23: end if
24: end if
25: end for
26: return Tree
27: end function
4.3.8 Packet Fragmentation
In the case of a mesh consisting of more than 24 nodes, more than a single frag-
ment is required to completely represent the network; thus, the Fn and Fmax fields will
no longer be always 00. Table 4.1 shows the possible options using 2-bit fields for Fmax.
In order to keep track of the messages from nodes in N(v), node v must main-
tain a fragments table containing the, Node ID, Current Fragment, Total Fragments
and the partial message. Once all the fragments are received, it proceeds to construct
the message and process it.
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Table 4.1 – Number of Fragments per message
Fmax value Total Number of Fragments
00 1
01 2
10 3
11 4
Algorithm 4.4 Fragment Processing Routine
Require: Packet Reception Event
1: procedure PROCESS FRAGMENTS(msgFragment)
2: msgLen← length of msgFragment
3: Fn ← msgFragment[13 to 14]
4: Fmax ← msgFragment[15 to 16]
5: bfstFragment← msgFragment[17 to msgLen]
6: srcNode← bfstFragment[1 to 7]
7: for each row in tableFragments do
. Look for srcNode in local Fragments Table
8: if srcNode ∈ tableFragments then
9: if Fn = tableFragments[srcNode].Fn + 1 then
10: Append bfstFragment to tableFragments[srcNode].message
11: tableFragments[srcNode].Fn ← tableFragments[srcNode].Fn + 1
12: else if Fn = 00 then
13: Discard stored fragments for srcNode
14: Insert bfstFragments as a new entry in tableFragments.
15: end if
16: else if Fn = 00 then . If entry didn’t exist
17: Insert bfstFragments as a new entry in tableFragments.
18: end if
19: end for
20: for each row in tableFragments do
. Look for complete messages
21: if tableFragments[row].Fn = tableFragments[row].Fmax then
22: TreeUpdate(tableFragments[row].nodeID, tableFragments[row].message)
23: end if
24: end for
25: end procedure
Algorithm 4.4 describes how the message fragments are processed. In the case
of single-fragment messages, they will always be processed as new. Fragments must be
received in order (i.e., 00→ 01→ 10→ 11) to ensure that the reconstructed fragments
correspond to the same message. For instance, reconstructing fragments that arrived
in the order {01 → 10 → 11 → 00} may produce an incorrect message, as the origi-
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nating node could have updated its BFST in between messages. Finally, any fragment
identified by Fn = 00 represents the beginning of a new message. Therefore, if a node
receives that fragment, it can discard the old information on the table from that node.
The second FOR loop in Algorithm 4.4 performs a lookup routine to check for
complete messages. If Fn = Fmax, the message for that particular row (node) is ready to
be processed by the Tree Update routine.
4.3.9 BFST Composition with Packet Fragmentation
When the node composes a new BFST using Algorithm 4.2, it has knowledge
of how many nodes are currently present in the mesh through its tree. If the message
requires fragmentation (due to having more nodes than 24), the fragments that follow
the first will also contain that node’s ID and a 10 as a header before the serialised BFST
fragments in the other fragments. This is done so that the first node ID in any fragment
can easily be identified by any receiving nodes and matched with their correspondent
entries in the Fragments Table. This means that any message will always have the form
of [0000-meshID-Fn − Fmax − nodeID-10-BFST_Fragment].
4.3.10 Tree Update Processing
When a complete message is processed, the Tree update routine described in
Algorithm 4.5 is called to update the current graph and compose the newly updated
BFST to be sent in the next broadcast. The algorithm is straight-forward,as it makes use
of the BFST decomposition function described in Algorithm 4.3.
Algorithm 4.5 Tree Update Processing Routine
Require: Call from Fragment Processing Routine
1: procedure TREE UPDATE(srcID, message)
. For notation purposes, node u is identified by srcID.
2: Tu ← decomposeBFST(message)
3: Gv ← (Sv − {u}) ∪ (Tu − {v})
4: Sv ← composeBFST(Gv)
5: end procedure
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To demonstrate the functionality of both the BLE address allocation and BLE
proactive source routing protocols, a proof-of-concept simulation in MATLAB was im-
plemented. Chapter 5 will present the basis of the simulation implementation, and
Chapter 6 will discuss the results obtained.
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5 Proof-of-Concept
With the design of both BLE’s address allocation and PSR protocols, a proof-
of-concept simulation was necessary to validate their functionality. First, each of the
protocols had to work independently, and finally an integration of both was in order.
Besides that, the simulation required each of the nodes to be working independently
from each other. In this chapter, the implementation of the different parts of the sim-
ulation parameters are presented and explained. Chapter 6 presents the simulation
networks and the results.
In order to implement the protocols in a simulation environment, an Object-
Oriented Programming approach was taken in MATLAB R2015b. MATLAB, since ver-
sion R2015b [65], introduced Graph and Network algorithm support as part of the
main suite. It proved very useful in the understanding and design of the PSR proto-
col as well as the top-level simulation, thanks to the Object-Oriented Programming
support in MATLAB.
The simulation aimed to demonstrate the functionality of the proposed proto-
cols in an Application Abstraction Layer. Thus, complete functionality of the BLE Stack
below application was assumed, and the broadcast timers were set to match the adver-
tising events depicted in Figure 5.1. The ADV packet type required is ADV_NONCON_IND,
as the protocol does not rely on SCAN_REQ or SCAN_RSP.
From a Channel point of view, one of the suggestions for future work in [13] was
to further take advantage of more than one advertising channel in BLEMesh. Here, the
recommendation is to assign an exclusive channel for the proposed method (joint Ad-
dress Allocation and PSR), for instance, channel 39, and leave the other two channels
available for any application-level messaging protocol. It could even have, for instance,
a mesh routing protocol in Channel 37, and a configuration application just for connec-
tion between the Slave and a Master in Channel 38.
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Figure 5.1 – Advertising Events [12]
One of the benefits of the MATLAB functions for Graph and Networks is the
ability to rapidly create and visualise Graphs by defining them with either a set of
nodes and edges (in the form of G = (V, E)), of by an Adjacency Matrix. The Adja-
cency Matrix also gives the possibility of creating weighted edges; however, for this
particular simulation, all edges where considered equal with weight equal to 1. An
example mesh, shown in Figure 5.2, was created using Adjacency Matrix A in (5.1):
A =

0 1 0 1 0 1
1 0 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0
1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0

(5.1)
In (5.1), each row represents a node (e.g. N1, N2, ..., N6) from Figure 5.2. Each
column represents the node’s neighbours, where a 1 indicates the existence of the edge
between them. MATLAB also supports expressing the Adjacency Matrix as a sparse
matrix, which is the equivalent to the actual edges of the graph.
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Figure 5.2 – Basic Test Mesh Network generated in MATLAB
5.1 MATLAB Class: BLENode
To create and configure each nodes, a MATLAB class was created and defined
for the node, called BLENode. The class includes a timer object that, when triggered, en-
tered the timer callback in order to synchronise with the simulated advertising events
and to prepare the corresponding broadcast message. Each time the timer triggered,
the node would switch between channels 37, 38, and 39; where channel 37 was just
ignored, while channel 38 had RSVconf processing, and 39, PSR processing.
During the timer callback, if the node was set to broadcast (there were certain
conditions such as a node entering RSV mode (Chapter 3) where the nodes had to dis-
able themselves for a short while), it would simulate a physical broadcast by writing
into its neighbours reception buffer (RxBuffer). Notice that these neighbours are ac-
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tually u ∈ N(v), independent if the node actually has them in their database or not.
The set up of these ‘real neighbours’ is a simulation parameter and does not influence
in the protocols at all. Finally, whenever a broadcast is being ‘sent’, the node also noti-
fies the neighbours’ RxEvent, via a MATLAB event notification (notify(‘event’)). This
event notification is the same as the one the timer has, for its own node. When a timer
triggers, it notifies the local TimerEvent, and then executes the Timer Callback function.
When a node is notified via a RxEvent, it proceeds to identify what type of mes-
sage is being received, through the first 4 bits of the message in the code. If it’s 0000, a
PSR processing is performed; if not, then it will process the message the according to
the RSV protocol. The source code for BLENode is presented in Appendix C.
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6 Results
To test the functionality of the protocols, four separate simulations were per-
formed. The first one included a very basic mesh network consisting of 7 nodes and no
loops between them, as shown in Figure 6.1a.
In the test conditions, each node starts up with a random node ID and a random
mesh ID, forcing the RSVconf protocol to work on each of the nodes without having a
pre-existing network. Figure 6.1b illustrates each of the nodes’ assigned ID and mesh
ID, in the pair (X, mY), where X is the node ID, and Y the mesh ID.
The simulation starts every node in a random order, and the nodes only process
BLE RSV protocol messages until they decide the network has converged. After that,
the BLE PSR protocol messaging begins.
The second simulation consisted of a simple mesh, but this time included a
loop between three nodes (Figure 6.2a). The purpose of this simulation was to show
that loops did not impact the protocol functionality.
The third and fourth simulations considered more applied scenarios: separate
(a) Network Topology (b) Starting Parameters of the Simple Mesh
Figure 6.1 – Simple Mesh Network Simulation
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(a) Simple Mesh with Loop (b) Real Mesh Test
(c) Piconet Mesh Test
Figure 6.2 – Simulation Mesh Networks
rooms with low power devices and one node that linked them to the rest of the net-
work. The third simulation relied on daisy chaining every node in closed physical
loops (e.g. rooms in a house), while the fourth one was very similar to the piconets
in Classic Bluetooth scatternet formation [48], with one slightly high-powered node
serving as a physical gateway.
The results for all simulations showed complete convergence using the Dy-
namic Address Allocation Protocol. Since the nodes were randomly powered on, there
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were several cases of mergers and the simulation still converged without issues.
6.1 Mesh #1
Mesh #1 is the simplest mesh network topology (Figure 6.1a), with only one
possible route from one node to another. Table 6.1 shows the initial values of the node
and mesh IDs, and the final values after the RSV protocol converged. After conversion,
the PSR algorithm started and each node created a BFST with the routes to every other
node in the network. Those trees are illustrated in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3 – Mesh #1 final BFSTs
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Table 6.1 – RSV parameters for Mesh #1
Node Initial Node ID Initial Mesh ID Final Node ID Final Mesh ID
N1 26 125 26 125
N2 117 14 55 125
N3 54 140 29 125
N4 125 77 15 125
N5 69 179 48 125
N6 17 255 17 125
N7 72 225 49 125
6.2 Mesh #2
Mesh #2 corresponds to the simulation of a simple loop within a mesh network
(Figure 6.2a). It may be an extension of Mesh #1, where two of the neighbours of certain
node got close enough that they formed a simple loop. The RSVconf results are shown
in Table 6.2 (and Figure 6.4 for illustration purposes), and the final trees are displayed
in Figure 6.5.
Table 6.2 – RSV parameters for Mesh #2
Node Initial Node ID Initial Mesh ID Final Node ID Final Mesh ID
N1 9 104 94 89
N2 97 161 87 89
N3 124 49 124 89
N4 12 134 12 89
N5 62 101 19 89
N6 67 89 67 89
Notice that some of the nodes have not changed node IDs, but have registered
in the same mesh network as every other node. One of the reasons for this is that,
due to the random events of powering up the nodes, more than one start their own
1-node network before finding a new node requesting a proxy. In some cases, that may
never happen, and the first message one of the nodes receives from another is a Detect
Merger (DM) message. When a merger is initiated, as part of the procedure explained
in Chapter 3, the node will make an attempt to keep its ID, if there is no conflict.
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Figure 6.4 – Mesh #2 final ID allocation
Figure 6.5 – Mesh #2 final BFSTs
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6.3 Mesh #3
The test scenario for Mesh #3 resembles a more realistic situation; for instance,
3 large spaces (e.g. storage rooms) with presence sensors distributed evenly across the
rooms, as depicted in Figure 6.2b. Figure 6.6 shows the converged network topology,
with Figure 6.8 displaying the final trees for each of the nodes. Table 6.3 shows the
initial and final ID and mesh ID of the nodes for the RSV protocol. Finally, for better
illustration purposes, a detailed view of Node 39’s BFST is presented in Figure 6.7.
Table 6.3 – RSV parameters for Mesh #3
Node Initial Node ID Initial Mesh ID Final Node ID Final Mesh ID
N1 43 177 38 56
N2 91 43 91 56
N3 119 135 79 56
N4 118 39 118 56
N5 89 228 6 56
N6 42 141 8 56
N6 86 212 86 56
N8 98 56 98 56
N9 119 67 7 56
N10 4 128 100 56
N11 6 63 16 56
N12 84 4 84 56
N13 5 104 57 56
N14 125 251 17 56
N15 102 142 32 56
N16 84 221 39 56
N17 9 97 9 56
N18 81 81 14 56
N19 94 4 94 56
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N20 103 168 103 56
N21 20 50 109 56
Figure 6.6 – Mesh #3 final ID allocation
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Figure 6.7 – Detail plot of node 39’s BFST
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Figure 6.8 – Mesh #3 final BFSTs
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6.4 Mesh #4
The last simulation is more oriented towards Scatternet and Piconet approaches,
aiming to show the viability of the protocols in those types of topology (Figure 6.2c).
Mesh #4 consists of 40 nodes, requiring packet fragmentation. Two separate simula-
tions were done due to computational constraints in MATLAB: first, the RSV protocol
with packet fragmentation, whose parameters are shown in Table 6.4, and then the
PSR route updates. Due to the heavy computational load, the MATLAB timers were
not sufficient to simulate the environment; thus, manual input was required to simu-
late each of the nodes’ timers’ ticks. Figure 6.9 shows the BFST of 4 different converged
nodes. The PSR route update simulation assumed each node to have the same ID as
the mesh shown in Figure 6.2c for illustration purposes.
Table 6.4 – RSV parameters for Mesh #4
Node Initial Node ID Initial Mesh ID Final Node ID Final Mesh ID
N1 116 33 116 33
N2 13 72 43 33
N3 123 41 80 33
N4 62 205 60 33
N5 117 203 102 33
N6 5 217 100 33
N7 97 190 124 33
N8 22 181 103 33
N9 6 25 118 33
N10 41 243 40 33
N11 49 196 105 33
N12 63 114 64 33
N13 96 71 70 33
N14 21 31 27 33
N15 44 150 35 33
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N16 33 130 119 33
N17 122 140 68 33
N18 33 215 109 33
N19 31 237 95 33
N20 32 158 17 33
N21 106 150 106 33
N22 37 194 90 33
N23 73 20 23 33
N24 99 239 15 33
N25 60 4 79 33
N26 101 80 10 33
N27 77 68 34 33
N28 96 115 96 33
N29 116 39 18 33
N30 127 20 13 33
N31 123 2 53 33
N32 111 22 48 33
N33 102 111 91 33
N34 34 38 28 33
N35 74 141 65 33
N36 80 90 36 33
N37 10 62 41 33
N38 31 107 31 33
N39 120 126 11 33
N40 115 95 20 33
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(a) Final BFST: Node 31
(b) Final BFST: Node 22
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(c) Final BFST: Node 3
(d) Final BFST: Node 27
Figure 6.9 – Mesh #4 final BFSTs (sample nodes)
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It is important to note that these simulations consider the worst-case scenario
in both RSV and PSR situations: Every node starts roughly at the same time (minor
time differences are simulated in starting times) so that at the beginning of the simula-
tion there are no pre-formed networks. In these worst cases, the maximum number of
network mergers will occur within the RSV protocol.
After the address allocation converges, the same worst-case is simulated for
PSR. Every node starts (with proper ID) at roughly the same time, and every node
forms their BFST from the ground up. Even in these worst-case scenarios, network
convergence was relatively fast, taking but a few iterations to be completely configured
(Mesh #3 required a maximum of 6 iterations to converge, while the bigger Mesh #4
required 10).
Although this proof-of-concept was not designed to be a timing simulation,
these iteration numbers are directly related to the configurable parameter of the BLE
Advertising period. Besides that, even though some of the test scenarios required tin-
kering in the MATLAB simulations in order to finish the calculations, the proof-of-
concept results from all the simulation cases were convincing, showing that both the
BLE Dynamic Address Allocation and BLE PSR protocols are suitable for different
types of network topologies and can operate with scalability.
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7 Conclusions
The surge in smart devices and the Internet of Things during the last five years
have motivated research in many telecommunications applications and infrastructures
to enable the IoT consumer market. The mass proliferation of Bluetooth devices and
the expansion of the Bluetooth Smart devices (such as wireless sensors, heart rate mon-
itors, light actuators, etc.) has inspired many researchers to work on improving and in-
venting new communication techniques and protocols, specifically for Bluetooth. This
work was no exception, and after a comprehensive literature review on IoT connectiv-
ity technologies, a clear gap in the Bluetooth Technology in order to fully adapt to the
IoT was revealed: very few papers were published to enable BLE mesh networking.
From this study, the following questions sought to be answered:
1. Is the current state-of-the-art enough for Bluetooth to work for the IoT?
2. What can be done to further improve Bluetooth for the IoT?
3. How does this work impact the IoT Communications and Consumer Electronics
industry?
The first question motivated study of MANETs oriented towards the IoT. Most
literature work was focused on IEEE 802.11 wireless TCP/IP ad-hoc networks, and
only a few papers were published regarding low power IoT mesh networking; specif-
ically with Bluetooth. Moreover, BLE mesh networking has just begun to gain inter-
est when the Bluetooth 4.1 specification was released, but literature didn’t include low
power devices and instead opted for more powerful smart-phones. Nevertheless, some
work with low power Bluetooth 4.0 devices did exist in the literature, as mentioned in
Chapter 2. However, this study revealed that two major features in mesh networking
have been assumed/avoided by the literature so far: Dynamic Address Allocation and
Network Topology knowledge.
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Dynamic address allocation, or auto-configuration, is an essential feature for
any MANET to be viable, specially for the IoT when M2M communications are the
foundation. Nonetheless, no dynamic address allocation was mentioned specifically
targeting a BLE mesh network in the literature, probably due to the fact that Blue-
tooth was not originally designed to be a mesh network protocol. As most MANET dy-
namic address allocation auto-configuration protocols were designed for IEEE 802.11
IP-based Ad-Hoc networks, a proper study of the literature was done in order to de-
velop a viable proposal for BLE mobile ad-hoc mesh networks. This work proposes
a solution to fill that gap in the literature, enabling any routing protocols to take ad-
vantage of this for future works. This in part starts to answer the second question this
work seeks to answer: ‘What can be done to further improve Bluetooth for the IoT?’.
Besides that, the necessity of routing protocols to deliver the messages in a reli-
able form (while maintaining low power consumption), has driven studies away from
flood routing protocols and into more efficient techniques. Bluetooth 4.0 work is ori-
ented towards opportunistic routing and better use of the broadcasts in low-cost/low-
power hardware, while Bluetooth 4.1+ papers tend to favour Master/Slave role switch-
ing using Smart Phones and more powerful hardware. In both cases, knowledge of the
network topology is extremely useful, if not mandatory, to ensure proper functionality.
However, very much like the Dynamic Address Allocation feature, most BLE
routing protocols in the literature assumed that the nodes had knowledge of the com-
plete network topology a priori. There was indeed the need for a network topology
discovery mechanism for a BLE MANET in the literature, and this work successfully
presents a method to discover and maintain network topology state information using
Proactive Source Routing that can be utilised with any routing protocol on top of itself,
including Bluetooth 4.0 opportunistic routing techniques (such as BLEmesh [13]) and
Bluetooth 4.1+ connection-based protocols.
Nonetheless, the implementation of the proof-of-concept had some limitations.
The choice of the MATLAB environment was useful from an academic point-of-view,
allowing to understand and illustrate the complete processes of both protocols. How-
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ever, it required heavy computational resources; specially due to the Object-Oriented
approach, and simulation of more than 30 nodes became very difficult. However, even
with those difficulties, results are convincing in showing that the proposed protocols
are suitable for implementing a BLE mesh network.
Furthermore, the research project had a time constraint limitation, in which it
was not possible to work on a complete message routing protocol that would work
on top of the proposed auto-configuration and routing protocols. Besides that, perfor-
mance analysis of the protocols, while not the purpose of this work, was not done to
define the protocol as viable for low-latency real-life applications. Nevertheless, it is
important to note that this is the first work ever to propose a dynamic address alloca-
tion scheme with network topology routing protocol for BLE.
The last question this work aimed to answer is related to its impact on the IoT
and Consumer Electronics industry. Chapter 2 has presented the current scenario of
the Internet of Things and consumer electronics as its major potential market, showing
examples on how the IoT is reaching to the end consumer at his home. Smart sensors,
smart vehicles, smart homes; these were all once the promises of futuristic technology,
and now they have become real. Connectivity between the devices for a seamless user
experience is a must for exploiting the IoT consumer electronics market, and this work
presents a way to deliver that experience. Based on a very popular technology, BLE
mesh networking may be ideal for small home wireless sensor networks, an entry point
for users to the smart home.
To conclude this work, the lack of a BLE mesh network dynamic address al-
location auto-configuration protocol and network topology discovery in the literature
has been addressed. The benefits of this work rely on providing a framework for fu-
ture routing protocols to use and address new challenges in order to further improve
the Internet of Things, and is presents significant impact on the current IoT Consumer
Electronics industry.
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7.1 Future Work
This work opened up many interesting points to be further developed as fu-
ture work. The first point to be considered, as a direct follow-up of this work, is the
development of a complete BLE routing protocol including message delivery, route
selection, dynamic address auto-configuration, and topology discovery/maintenance.
The development of this protocol should include considering Bluetooth 4.2+ features,
and maybe even a condensed form of IPv6 as its addressing scheme.
Another point of further improvement for this work would be a performance
analysis by simulation with more specialised tools, such as NS-2 and NS-3. Further-
more, the proof-of-concept tests done in this work did not consider link loss proba-
bility in the communication between nodes. A performance analysis should include
metrics and probability of link loss that may require rebroadcasting.
In order to validate the protocols for real-life low-latency applications, a time
convergence test for both protocols working in multiple scenarios (including multiple
mergers and partitions at different times) would be required. This could potentially
lead into improvements on the protocol itself, such as considering new DAD methods
to further reduce potential conflicts, Another benefit of this line of work is the possi-
bility of discovering new real-life applications where the protocols can be utilised.
Following that line of path, a hardware implementation of the protocols would
also be desirable in low power embedded devices such as BeagleBoard.org’s Beagle-
Bone or Raspberry Pi; specially by the current growing industry interest. Particularly,
the Smart Home niche seems to be gaining more and more interest in wireless sensors
to improve quality of life; using end consumer BLE products (hardware) already in the
market as a starting point for a proof-of-concept real-life application would be very
interesting.
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APPENDIX A – Graph Theory
The nature of wireless mesh networks rely on nodes and links between them.
Mathematically, the best way to represent and analyse those networks is through ap-
plied Graph Theory. The concepts presented in this section are necessary for the un-
derstanding and representation of the method proposed in Chapter 4, and are mostly
extracted from [66].
A.1 Definition
Graph theory is used to model situations or networks in the physical world, by
defining each of the elements of the network, or nodes, as a set of vertices V, and a set
of edges E (pairs that link the elements with each other), forming the graph G = (V, E).
The pairs in E are said to be adjacent, which means they are in reach of each other in
1 hop. This term is particularly important in mesh networks, as the neighbourhood of
a node is the set of vertices that are adjacent to said node (e.g. node u and node v are
adjacent. Therefore u ∈ N(v), where N(v) is the open neighbourhood of v).
The neighbourhood of a vertex can be either open, or closed. The open neigh-
bourhood of v, denoted by N(v), is the set of vertices, without including v that are
adjacent to v. The closed neighbourhood of v, denoted by N[v], is the open neighbour-
hood including v. Thus,
N(v) = N[v]− v (A.1)
A.2 Adjacency Matrix
A graph G with a vertex set V = v1, v2, ..., vn and an edge set E = e1, e2, ..., en
can also be defined by its adjacency matrix, A(G), which is an n× n matrix where each
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of the elements of A(G) represent the number of edges between vi and vj. In a graph
that does not have more than one edge between its vertices (no multiple edges), the
elements of A(G) will be either 0 or 1. If a graph is solely defined by its adjacency
matrix, the vertices names are implied to be the index of the columns (e.g. the first
column represents the first node).
A.3 Trees
A graph can be cyclic (i.e., having an equal number of vertices and edges) or
acyclic (having more vertices than edges). A cyclic graph can be perceived as a closed
graph, whereas an acyclic graph is illustrated as a path. If every vertex is connected
in an acyclic graph, that graph is said to be a tree. Trees are very important types of
graphs, as they start at one vertex (the root node) and branch out through the different
edges.
If a graph is a tree with n vertices and n− 1 edges, it is said to be a spanning
tree. Spanning trees are the basis of route representation in mesh networking, as any
node can form its own version of the network by creating a spanning tree rooted at
itself from a network topology graph (not necessarily a tree, or acyclic). In order to
do this, there are two methods in which a spanning tree can be formed: breadth-first
transversal or depth-first transversal, which in turn are called Breadth-First Spanning
Tree (BFST) or Depth-First Spanning Tree (DFST). To transverse means to visit the ver-
tices in a systematic order.
A.4 Breadth-First Search — BFS
The Breadth-first search is an algorithm that starts at a vertex and looks for ev-
ery adjacent vertex, maintaining a list of vertices that have been seen (but not explored)
in a First-In First Out (FIFO) queue, so that the first vertices that are seen are the first
ones to be visited. The BFS algorithm visits all the vertices before visiting their children.
Algorithm A.1 illustrates the process of the BFS rooted at node v.
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Algorithm A.1 Breadth-First Search — BFS
Require: Unweighted graph G and root vertex v
1: procedure BFS(G, v)
2: Unmark all nodes of G
3: Create empty queue Q
4: Mark v as visited
5: Enqueue v in Q
6: while Q is non-empty do
7: Dequeue top vertex u from Q.
8: Visit u
9: for each unmarked neighbour w of u do
10: Mark w as visited . Mark each unmarked neighbour of u
11: Enqueue w at the end of Q.
12: end for
13: end while
14: end procedure
The procedure can be made into a function that returns the BFST of G by re-
turning a tree T that contains all of the nodes in their visited order.
A.5 Depth-First Search — DFS
The DFS algorithm is similar to the BFS, but it uses a Last-in First-out (LIFO)
stack instead of the queue. The idea is to explore as far as possible within a visited
vertex before going to the next vertices.
Algorithm A.2 illustrates the process of the DFS rooted at node v.
Like the BFS algorithm, the DFS can be modified to return a DFST T by append-
ing the visited nodes in order to T.
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Algorithm A.2 Depth-First Search — DFS
Require: Unweighted graph G and root vertex v
1: procedure DFS(G, v)
2: Create empty stack S
3: push(v) into S
4: while S is non-empty do
5: u← pop(S)
6: if u is not marked as visited then
7: Mark u as visited
8: for each unmarked neighbour w of u do
9: push(w) into S
10: end for
11: end if
12: end while
13: end procedure
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APPENDIX B – LCRS Compresion Gain
In Chapter 4, the Left-Child/Right-Sibling (LCRS) representation of the span-
ning trees is presented as a way to transmit more efficiently the BFSTs by using less
bits to describe them. In this section, the actual compression gain of LCRS over the
traditional Edges Pairs representation is demonstrated mathematically.
For any spanning tree, let the following variables be as shown in Table B.1.
Table B.1 – LCRS Demonstration Variables
Variable Description
NV The number of vertices in the spanning tree.
bitsID The size of the vertices’ ID’s in bits.
NE The number of edges in the spanning tree.
Nlcrs Total number of bits representing the spanning tree in
LCRS format.
Npairs Total number of bits representing the spanning tree in
traditional format.
The traditional representation of a spanning tree (and any undirected graph) is
done by describing every existing edge on itself in pairs of vertices (e.g. {(0, 1); (0, 2)}
would indicate a tree where node 0 is parent of nodes 1 and 2). Therefore, the total size
(in bits) of a spanning tree represented in edges pairs is described by (B.1).
Npairs = 2× NE × bitsID (B.1)
On the other hand, the LCRS representation relies on describing the relation-
ships each vertex has, instead of the edges. Each vertex requires 2 bits to describe
whether it is a parent and/or it has siblings. This is defined by (B.2).
Nlcrs = NV × (bitsID + 2) (B.2)
Furthermore, the definition of a spanning tree (Appendix A) states that for n
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vertices it must have n− 1 edges and be well connected (no vertex should be left iso-
lated). Thus:
NE = NV − 1
Npairs = 2× (NV − 1)× bitsID (B.3)
The compression gain of LCRS over edges pairs can be defined as the ratio of
their total sizes:
G =
Npairs
Nlcrs
(B.4)
This can be further expanded into a reciprocal function form:
G =
2× (NV − 1)× bitsID
NV × (bitsID + 2)
G =
2× bitsID
bitsID + 2
− 2× bitsID
NV × (bitsID + 2)
G =
(
2× bitsID
bitsID + 2
)(
1− 1
NV
)
(B.5)
The reciprocal form of (B.5) shows an actual compression gain (G > 1) is possi-
ble after NV ≥ 3. The gain increases with more vertices, reaching an asymptotic gain
of 2×bitsIDbitsID+2 . In the case of this work, which chose 7 bits for bitsID, the compression gain
of using LCRS instead of the traditional approach is approximately 1.56.
Figure B.1 shows a 3D plot of the compression gain from two points of view:
Figure B.1a focuses on the growth from the origin while Figure B.1b illustrates better
the asymptotic gain depending on Nv and the logarithmic gain solely depending on
bitsID.
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(a) Viewpoint #1
(b) Viewpoint #2
Figure B.1 – LCRS vs. Edges Pairs Compression Gain
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APPENDIX C – MATLAB Program Code
The MATLAB proof-of-concept simulations were based on object-oriented pro-
gramming. A BLEnode class was designed in with methods for both RSV and PSR
protocols independently. The class also used an adjacency matrix (realAdjMatrix) in
order to know how to simulate broadcasting to ‘nearby’ nodes. Listing C.1 shows the
code for the BLEnode class.
The external function DataHash() in line 298 is a function used to implement the
MD5 Hash, developed by [67] and published in the Mathworks MATLAB Central File
Exchange at https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/31272-datahash.
Listing C.1 – BLEnode.m
1 %% BLEnode:
2 % This is a class for a BLEnode simulation object.
3 %
4 % Julio Leon , Copyright 2016, All rights reserved.
5
6 classdef BLEnode < handle
7
8 properties
9 % Simulation -Only Properties
10 realNeighbours % Listener list
11 realAdjMatrix % Graph Adjacency Matrix
12 simT % Simulation Time factor
13 decimalMode % Show Nodes as Binary or Decimal
14 simID % ID for the simulation file
15 nodeArray % Handlers to the external nodes
16 poweredOn % Enabler
17 advChan % Simulates advertisment
18 % channel: 0,1,2
19 debugMode
20 rsvBcastNum
21 psrBcastNum
22 stopBcast
23 plottingMode
24
25 % Actual Class Properties
26 macAddr % Node 's MAC Address
27 nodeID % Node ID in the current mesh
28 nodeRandomNum % Random part of node ID for UUID
29 meshID % Own mesh 's ID. Generated
30 % randomly for merge purposes.
31 timerObj % Timer object for all processing
32 NodeTree % PSR Graph Tree
33 RxBuffer1 % Receive Buffer 1 (PSR) to be
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34 % written by neighbours.
35 RxBuffer2 % Receive Buffer 2 (RSV) to be
36 % written by neighbours.
37 tableMsg % [ Node | Seg | MaxSeg | Msg ]
38 TxBuffer1 % Transmit Buffer (PSR). We
39 % prepare this structure with
40 % the # of packets to be sent ,
41 % and it is sent during timer
42 % event.
43 TxBuffer2 % Transmit Buffer (RSV).
44 nodesPerPacket % Max Nodes to be sent per
45 % packet w/o including root node
46 tableNodeID % [ NodeID | RandomNum |
47 % KeepAlive ] ID Database.
48 nMode % Node Modes (Begin , Normal ,
49 % Merge Detected , Proxy , etc)
50 currentProxyID % When receiving a POFF , store
51 % the proxy 's ID to simulate
52 % unicast.
53 psrReady % PSR will only work once
54 % network is converged
55
56 % Timeout Countdowns
57 poffCount % After offering proxy , set
58 % timeout if no ACK is received.
59 poffCountMax
60 repCount % After bcasting a REP , disable
61 % REP processing to reduce
62 % chance of loop bcast
63 repCountMax
64 beginCount
65 beginCountMax
66 selfKeepAliveCount
67 keepAliveCountMax % After each timer tick , check
68 % table with this value.
69 mergingCount
70 mergingCountMax
71 rsvingCount
72 rsvingCountMax
73 dmCount
74 dmCountMax
75 tabRepIgnore
76
77 rsvConvCounter
78
79 % Handles to Listeners
80 psrListener % PSR Broadcast Listener
81 rsvListener % RSV Broadcast Listener
82 timerListener % Timer Listener
83 end
84 methods
85 function this = BLEnode(macAddr)
86 % Constructor:
87 % This is the first and most important method.
88 % Initialises variables on creation.
89
90 % Variable initialisation
91
92 % Simulation Parameters
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93 this.stopBcast = 0;
94 this.plottingMode = 1;
95 this.rsvBcastNum = 1;
96 this.psrBcastNum = 1;
97 this.decimalMode = 1; % Show nodes as decimal
by default
98 this.debugMode = 0;
99 this.macAddr = macAddr;
100 this.simID = hex2dec(macAddr (16: end));
101 this.poweredOn = 0;
102 this.psrListener = [];
103 this.rsvListener = [];
104
105
106 % Timer Parameters
107 this.simT = 0.1; % Period for Simulation timer
108 this.timerObj = timer (...
109 'ExecutionMode ', 'fixedRate ', ...
110 'Period ', this.simT , ...
111 'TimerFcn ', @(src , evt) this.notify( 'timerEvent ' ) );
112
113 % Node Parameters
114 this.nodeRandomNum = dec2bin(randi (255) ,8);
115 this.keepAliveCountMax = 200;
116 this.selfKeepAliveCount = 0;
117
118 if(~this.decimalMode)
119 this.nodeID = dec2bin(randi (127) ,7);
120 this.meshID = dec2bin(randi (255) ,8);
121 else
122 this.nodeID = num2str(randi (127));
123 this.meshID = num2str(randi (255));
124 end
125
126 this.NodeTree = graph();
127 this.tableMsg = [];
128 % Empty [Node | Seg | MaxSeg | Msg] table
129 this.nodesPerPacket = 24;
130 % For this procotol , it is set as 24
131
132 this.nMode = 'begin ';
133 this.currentProxyID = [];
134 this.advChan = 0;
135 this.psrReady = 0;
136
137 % Timeout Counters
138 this.poffCountMax = 3;
139 this.repCountMax = 4;
140 this.beginCountMax = randi (15);
141 this.mergingCountMax = 3;
142 this.rsvingCountMax = 2;
143 this.dmCountMax = 10;
144
145 this.poffCount = 0;
146 this.repCount = 0;
147 this.rsvingCount = 0;
148 this.mergingCount = 0;
149 this.beginCount = this.beginCountMax;
150 this.dmCount = this.dmCountMax;
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151 this.rsvConvCounter = 0;
152 this.tabRepIgnore = [];
153
154 % Transmit buffer
155 this.TxBuffer1 = [];
156 this.TxBuffer2 = [];
157 end
158 function bcast(this , msg , mode)
159 % bcast:
160 % This method writes onto its realNeighbours '
161 % RxBuffer and then notifies them via
162 % BcastEvent , depending on the mode.
163
164 switch mode
165 case 'PSR',
166 % Write onto realNeighbours ' RxBuffer
167 for i=1: length(this.realNeighbours)
168 this.nodeArray(this.realNeighbours(i)).RxBuffer1.msg = msg;
169 this.nodeArray(this.realNeighbours(i)).RxBuffer1.src = this.
simID;
170 end
171 this.notify('psrBcastEvent ');
172 case 'RSV',
173 % Write onto realNeighbours ' RxBuffer
174 for i=1: length(this.realNeighbours)
175 this.nodeArray(this.realNeighbours(i)).RxBuffer2.msg = msg;
176 this.nodeArray(this.realNeighbours(i)).RxBuffer2.src = this.
simID;
177 end
178 this.notify('rsvBcastEvent ');
179 otherwise ,
180 end
181 end
182 function computeGraphUnion(this , ownTree , srcTree , srcID)
183 % computeGraphUnion:
184 % This method calculates the union between two
185 % graphs.
186
187 ownEdges = table2array(ownTree.Edges);
188 srcEdges = table2array(srcTree.Edges);
189
190 if(isempty(srcEdges) && isempty(ownEdges))
191 % Both Trees were empty , just add the
192 % incoming node as edge
193 this.NodeTree = ownTree.addedge(this.nodeID , table2array(srcTree.
Nodes));
194 else
195 if(isempty(srcEdges))
196 % SrcTree is empty , just add the edge with
197 % srcID
198 srcEdges = [{srcID} {this.nodeID }];
199 end
200
201 if(isempty(ownEdges))
202 % Own tree is empty , just add the edge
203 ownEdges = [{this.nodeID} {srcID }];
204 end
205
206 zEdges = [ownEdges; srcEdges ];
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207
208 idx = find(strcmp(zEdges (:,1), this.nodeID) ,1);
209
210 if(isempty(idx))
211 idx = find(strcmp(zEdges (:,2), this.nodeID) ,1);
212 end
213
214 temp = zEdges(idx ,:);
215 zEdges(idx ,:) = [];
216 zEdges = [temp; zEdges ];
217
218 % Manually add the (nodeID , srcID) edge , if
219 % it's duplicated it 'll be removed
220
221 zEdges = [zEdges; [{this.nodeID} {srcID }]];
222
223 % Make Edges are always {lower , higher}
224 for i = 1:size(zEdges ,1)
225 a = zEdges{i,1};
226 b = zEdges{i,2};
227
228 if(this.decimalMode)
229 if(str2double(a) > str2double(b))
230 zEdges{i,1} = b;
231 zEdges{i,2} = a;
232 end
233 else
234 if(bin2dec(a) > bin2dec(b))
235 zEdges{i,1} = b;
236 zEdges{i,2} = a;
237 end
238 end
239 end
240
241 % Fuse the cell arrays , remove duplicates , and reassemble cell
array
242
243 % MATLAB ONLY: Zeropad (left) node names to 3 digits for cell2mat
to work
244 tempEdges = zEdges;
245
246
247 for i=1: size(zEdges ,1)
248 tempEdges{i,1} = num2str(str2double(zEdges(i,1)),'%03d');
249 tempEdges{i,2} = num2str(str2double(zEdges(i,2)),'%03d');
250 end
251 NewEdgesMat = cell2mat(tempEdges);
252
253 % Duplicate Removal needs to be in both ways
254 [~,idx] = unique(NewEdgesMat , 'rows');
255 NewEdges = zEdges(sort(idx), :);
256
257 % Revert the first entry before creating graph
258 % only if nodeID is not the first item.
259 if(~ strcmp(NewEdges {1,1}, this.nodeID))
260 temp = NewEdges {1,1};
261 NewEdges {1,1} = NewEdges {1,2};
262 NewEdges {1,2} = temp;
263 end
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264
265 this.NodeTree = graph(NewEdges (:,1),NewEdges (:,2));
266 end
267
268 end
269 function [hash , idDataBase] = computeHash(this)
270 % computeHash:
271 % This method computes an MD5 hash from the
272 % ID's and randomNums stored in the tableNodeID
273 % database table.
274 tab = this.tableNodeID;
275
276 if(this.decimalMode)
277
278 % Convert everything into binary for hash
279 % calculation
280 for i=1: size(tab ,1)
281 tab{i,1} = dec2bin(str2double(tab(i,1)) ,7);
282 end
283 end
284
285 catTab = [];
286 for i=1: size(tab ,1)
287 for j=1:2
288 catTab = [catTab tab(i,j)];
289 end
290 end
291
292 strDataBase = char(catTab);
293
294 hashArg = reshape(strDataBase ',1,size(strDataBase ,1)*size(strDataBase
,2));
295 hashArg(ismember(hashArg ,' ')) = [];
296
297 % Call to external MD5 hash function
298 hash = DataHash(hashArg);
299 idDataBase = hashArg;
300 end
301 function [out] = composeBFST(this , graphObj)
302 % composeBFST:
303 % This method removes a node and all its
304 % children from a given vertice and edges tree.
305 % Useful for T(v) - {u} when a node
306 % 'dies ' and for removing own Node when
307 % performing the Union Graph for the Trees.
308
309
310 nodes = bfsearch(graphObj , this.nodeID);
311
312 edges = bfsearch(graphObj , this.nodeID , 'edgetonew ');
313
314 cNode = nodes (1);
315
316 if(this.decimalMode)
317 out = dec2bin(str2double(cNode) ,7);
318 else
319 out = cNode;
320 end
321
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322 if (length(nodes) > 1)
323 out = [out '10'];
324 else
325 out = [out '00'];
326 end
327
328 edgeArray1 = edges (1:end/2);
329 edgeArray2 = edges(end /2+1: end);
330
331 for i=2: size(nodes ,1)
332
333 tempArray = edgeArray1;
334
335 % Decide if lcrsItem = {'00', '01', '10', '11'}
336 cNode = nodes(i);
337
338 % Search for Children
339 % If cNode is a parent , it 'll appear on the
340 % left side of the edges '
341 % array
342 ind = find(strcmp(cNode , edgeArray1) ,1);
343 if(~ isempty(ind))
344 % Siblings detected
345 children = '1';
346 else
347 children = '0';
348 end
349
350 % Search for Siblings
351 % Look for cNode in the right side of the
352 % edges ' array
353 indF = find(strcmp(cNode , edgeArray2) ,1);
354
355 % Look for the parent , then for any children.
356 % If childen exist ,
357 % then they are cNode 's siblings.
358
359 pNode = edgeArray1{indF};
360
361 % Remove the detected edge to look for siblings
362 tempArray(indF) = [];
363 ind = find(strcmp(pNode , tempArray));
364
365 if(~ isempty(ind))
366 % Siblings detected. But , if cNode is last
367 % edge with that parent , it is the last
368 % sibling and should be siblings = '0'
369 if(sum(indF <= ind) ~= 0)
370 siblings = '1';
371 else
372 siblings = '0';
373 end
374 else
375 siblings = '0';
376 end
377
378
379 lcrsItem = strcat(children , siblings);
380
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381 if(this.decimalMode)
382 out = [out dec2bin(str2double(cell2mat(nodes(i))) ,7) lcrsItem ];
383 else
384 out = [out cell2mat(nodes(i)) lcrsItem ];
385 end
386 end
387 end
388 function [G, srcNode] = decomposeBFST(this , msg)
389 % decomposeBFST:
390 % This method processes a LCRS string into a
391 % Graph Tree.
392
393 % Transform lcrs string to double (matlab)
394 dTree = [];
395 for i=1:9: length(msg)-8
396 dTree = [dTree bin2dec(msg(i:i+6)) ...
397 bin2dec(msg(i+7:i+8))];
398 end
399
400 % Split tree into 2 arrays
401 nodes = dTree (1:2: end);
402 edges = dTree (2:2: end);
403
404 G = graph();
405
406 % Actual calculation of the BFST starts here
407 cNode = nodes (1);
408 queue = [];
409
410 % Add the root node
411 if(this.decimalMode)
412 G = addnode(G, num2str(cNode));
413 srcNode = num2str(cNode);
414 else
415 G = addnode(G, dec2bin(cNode ,7));
416 srcNode = dec2bin(cNode ,7);
417 end
418
419 % Starts in 2, as 1st node is always incoming
420 % tree 's ID.
421 for i=2: length(nodes)
422 % If edge is 2 or 3, queue it up
423 if(edges(i) >= 2)
424 queue = [queue nodes(i)] ;
425 end
426
427 % Add the processed edge
428 if(this.decimalMode)
429 if(cNode < nodes(i))
430 G = addedge(G, num2str(cNode), num2str(nodes(i)));
431 else
432 G = addedge(G, num2str(nodes(i)), num2str(cNode));
433 end
434 else
435 if(cNode < nodes(i))
436 G = addedge(G, dec2bin(cNode ,7), dec2bin(nodes(i) ,7));
437 else
438 G = addedge(G, dec2bin(nodes(i) ,7), dec2bin(cNode ,7));
439 end
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440 end
441
442 % If edge has no sibling , change current node
443 % and unqueue
444 if (edges(i) == 0 || edges(i) == 2)
445 if(~ isempty(queue))
446 cNode = queue (1);
447 queue = queue (2:end);
448 end
449 end
450 end
451 end
452 function [msgType , payload] = decodeMessage (~, msg)
453 % decodeMessage:
454 % This method reads the first 4 bits of the
455 % message and classifies the message
456 % accordingly , returning msgType as string
457
458 type = msg (1:4);
459 payload = msg(5:end);
460
461 switch type
462 case '0000', % PSR Update
463 msgType = 'PSR';
464 case '0001', % PREQ (Proxy REQuest)
465 msgType = 'PREQ';
466 case '0010', % POFF (Proxy OFFer)
467 msgType = 'POFF';
468 case '0011', % PACK (Proxy ACKnowledge)
469 msgType = 'PACK';
470 case '0100', % REP (RESponse)
471 msgType = 'REP';
472 case '0101', % DM (Detect Merger)
473 msgType = 'DM';
474 case '0110', % MERHI (Merger Hi!)
475 msgType = 'MERHI ';
476 case '0111', % REQdb (REQuest Database)
477 msgType = 'REQdb ';
478 case '1000', % RSV (ReSerVation)
479 msgType = 'RSV';
480 case '1001', % MERUP (Merger Update)
481 msgType = 'MERUP ';
482 case '1010', % SENDdb (Send Database)
483 msgType = 'SENDdb ';
484 otherwise ,
485 msgType = 'ERROR ';
486 end
487 end
488 function plotTree(this , mode)
489 % plotTree:
490 % This method plots its own tree.
491
492 sp = this.simID;
493 dimPlot = ceil(sqrt(size(this.realAdjMatrix ,1)));
494
495 [~,pred] = minspantree(this.NodeTree ,'Method ', 'dense ','Type',...
496 'forest ','Root',findnode(this.NodeTree ,this.nodeID));
497 % highlight(p,T)
498 rootedTree = graph(pred(pred ~=0),find(pred ~=0) ,[],this.NodeTree.Nodes
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.Name);
499
500 switch mode
501 case 'subplot '
502 figure (10)
503 subplot(dimPlot ,dimPlot ,sp)
504 case 'normal '
505 figure(this.simID)
506 otherwise ,
507
508 end
509 plot(rootedTree)
510 title(['Node: ' this.nodeID '| #iter: ' num2str(this.psrBcastNum)]);
511
512 end
513 function powerOn(this)
514 % powerOn:
515 % This method enables the timers for PSR.
516
517 this.poweredOn = 1;
518 % Start timer (disable for debug)
519 start(this.timerObj);
520
521 % Delay for random time
522 pause(this.simT*rand (1,1));
523
524 % Listen to TimerEvent
525 this.timerListener = addlistener(this , 'timerEvent ', @(src , evt)this.
TimerCallback );
526 end
527 function powerOff(this)
528 % powerOff:
529 % This method disables the timer for PSR.
530
531 this.poweredOn = 0;
532 delete(this.timerListener);
533 stop(this.timerObj);
534 end
535 function prepareTreeUpdate(this)
536 % prepareTreeUpdate:
537 % This method composes the BFST of the current
538 % NodeTree , then stores it in TxBuffer1
539
540 % Compose tree
541 msg = composeBFST(this , this.NodeTree);
542
543 meshSize = numel(this.NodeTree.Nodes);
544
545
546 lcrs = reshape(msg(:), meshSize , 9);
547
548 if(meshSize <= 24)
549 segs = 1;
550 else
551 if (meshSize <= 47)
552 segs = 2;
553 else
554 if (meshSize <= 70)
555 segs = 3;
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556 else
557 segs = 4;
558 end
559 end
560 end
561
562
563 % For messages larger than 1 segment , all the
564 % segs after the first one won 't show source
565 % node ID. It needs to be added , and
566 % later removed when received.
567
568 lcrsM = [];
569 temp = [];
570
571 if (segs >1)
572 for j=1:segs -1
573 if(this.decimalMode)
574 temp = strcat(dec2bin(str2double(this.nodeID), 7),'10');
575 else
576 temp = strcat(this.nodeID ,'10');
577 end
578 for i=2: this.nodesPerPacket +1
579 temp = [temp strcat(lcrs(1 + 9*((i-1)+(this.nodesPerPacket *(j
-1))):(9) + (this.nodesPerPacket *(j-1)+(i-1))*(9)))];
580 end
581 lcrsM = [lcrsM; {temp }];
582 end
583 if (mod((meshSize -1), this.nodesPerPacket) >0)
584 if(this.decimalMode)
585 temp = strcat(dec2bin(str2double(this.nodeID), 7),'10');
586 else
587 temp = strcat(this.nodeID ,'10');
588 end
589 lcrsM = [lcrsM; {strcat(temp , lcrs (10 + 9*( this.nodesPerPacket *(j
-1)+(i-1)):end))}];
590 end
591 else
592 lcrsM = {lcrs (1:end)};
593 end
594
595 % lcrsM is the message array
596 if(isempty(this.TxBuffer1))
597 this.TxBuffer1.totalSegments = size(lcrsM ,1);
598 this.TxBuffer1.currentSegment = 1;
599 this.TxBuffer1.payload = lcrsM;
600 end
601 end
602 function processMessage(this , msg)
603 % processMessage:
604 % This method processes complete messages only ,
605 % calls for Graph Union and prepares the tree
606 % update message.
607
608 % Convert LCRS into Tree form
609 [srcTree , srcID] = this.decomposeBFST(msg);
610
611 ownTree = this.NodeTree;
612
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613 % Process Tv - {u} (Remove srcNode from Self
614 % Tree , if exists)
615 nodes = table2array(ownTree.Nodes);
616 nodesForRemoval = [];
617 for i=2: numel(ownTree.Nodes)
618 z = ownTree.shortestpath(this.nodeID , nodes(i));
619 if (size(z,2) > 1)
620 if(strcmp(z{2}, srcID))
621 nodesForRemoval = [nodesForRemoval z(end)];
622 end
623 end
624 end
625
626 if (~ isempty(nodesForRemoval))
627 for i=1: numel(nodesForRemoval)
628 ownTree = rmnode(ownTree , nodesForRemoval{i}); % From 3
629 end
630 end
631
632 % Construct Union Graph (Incorporate srcTree
633 % edges) [Tv - {u} U Tu]
634 this.computeGraphUnion(ownTree , srcTree , srcID);
635
636 this.prepareTreeUpdate ();
637 end
638 function processPSR(this , msg)
639 % processPSR:
640 % This method receives the PSR messages and
641 % calls the decomposing functions to convert
642 % it into a Tree update. Then , it processes
643 % the actual Graph Union and table update.
644
645 % First , extract important fields (meshID , sNum ,
646 % sMax)
647 if(this.decimalMode)
648 msgMeshID = num2str(bin2dec(msg (1:8)));
649 else
650 msgMeshID = msg (1:8);
651 end
652
653 sNum = bin2dec(msg (9:10));
654 sMax = bin2dec(msg (11:12));
655
656 msg = msg (13: end);
657 % Call processSegments
658 if(strcmp(this.meshID , msgMeshID))
659 srcNode = this.processSegments(sNum , sMax , msg);
660 end
661
662 % srcNode can be used as keepalive here as well.
663
664 % MSG Table Update Routine. Check if any message
665 % is complete.
666 % If it is, process it.
667 idx = [];
668
669 % If table doesn 't exist , skip this part
670 if(~ isempty(this.tableMsg))
671 for i=1: size(this.tableMsg ,1)
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672 % If # of segments = # of total segments
673 if(this.tableMsg{i,2} == this.tableMsg{i,3})
674 idx = [idx i];
675
676 % Call processMessage method
677 this.processMessage(this.tableMsg{i,4});
678 end
679 end
680 if(~ isempty(idx))
681 % Remove processed messages
682 this.tableMsg(idx ,:) = [];
683 end
684 end
685 end
686 function [out] = processRSVconf(this , msgType , msg)
687 % processRSVconf:
688 % This method processes the message depending
689 % on the message type header
690 out = [];
691
692 switch msgType
693 case 'PREQ',
694 % Only execute if POFF Counter has timed out.
695 if(this.poffCount == 0)
696 % Only process Proxy Request if on Normal Mode and
697 if(strcmp(this.nMode , 'normal '))
698
699 if(this.decimalMode)
700 networkID = dec2bin(str2double(this.meshID) ,8);
701 myID = dec2bin(str2double(this.nodeID) ,7);
702 else
703 networkID = this.meshID;
704 myID = this.nodeID;
705 end
706
707 % Prepare POFF message
708 % [0010-meshID -srcID]
709 out = ['0010' networkID myID];
710 this.nMode = 'OFFering ';
711
712 % Start the POFF timeout counter
713 this.poffCount = this.poffCountMax;
714 % This will decrease on each timer tick
715 end
716 end
717 case 'POFF',
718 % Only process a Proxy Offer if on Begin Mode
719
720 if(strcmp(this.nMode , 'begin '))
721
722 % Accept the first POFF , then disregard the
723 % other ones
724 this.nMode = 'ACKing ';
725
726 % Adopt meshID
727 if(this.decimalMode)
728 this.meshID = num2str(bin2dec(msg (1:8)));
729 else
730 this.meshID = msg (1:8);
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731 end
732
733 % Store the proxy 's ID
734 if(this.decimalMode)
735 this.currentProxyID = num2str(bin2dec(msg (9:15)));
736 else
737 this.currentProxyID = msg (9:15);
738 end
739
740 % Prepare PACK message
741 % [0011-meshID -destID]
742 out = ['0011' msg];
743 end
744 case 'PACK',
745 % Only process PACK if waiting for it
746 % (Offering Proxy mode)
747
748 if(strcmp(this.nMode , 'OFFering '))
749
750 if(this.decimalMode)
751 networkID = dec2bin(str2double(this.meshID) ,8);
752 myID = dec2bin(str2double(this.nodeID) ,7);
753 else
754 networkID = this.meshID;
755 myID = this.nodeID;
756 end
757
758 % Check if the ACK was directed to this node
759 if(strcmp(msg(9: end), myID))
760 % Call RSV method
761
762 % Autogenerate new ID that is not
763 % contained in DB
764 t = 0:127;
765 possibleIDs = t';
766
767 % We require them as integers for indexing
768
769 if(this.decimalMode)
770 assignedIDs = str2num(char(this.tableNodeID (:,1)));
771 else
772 assignedIDs = bin2dec(char(this.tableNodeID (:,1)));
773 end
774
775 possibleIDs(assignedIDs +1,:) = [];
776
777 % Assign unused ID (if available)
778 idToBeAssigned = num2str(possibleIDs(randi(size(possibleIDs
,1)) ,:));
779
780 randNum = dec2bin(randi (255) ,8);
781
782 idToBeAssignedBin = dec2bin(str2double(idToBeAssigned) ,7);
783
784 % Add it to the DB
785 if(this.decimalMode)
786 this.tableNodeID = [this.tableNodeID; {idToBeAssigned} {
randNum} {0}];
787 else
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788 this.tableNodeID = [this.tableNodeID; {idToBeAssignedBin} {
randNum} {0}];
789 end
790
791 % Prepare RSV message
792 % RSV format
793 % [1000-meshID -srcID -idToBeAssigned],
794 % srcID never changes
795
796 out = ['1000' networkID myID idToBeAssignedBin randNum ];
797
798 % Enter RSV mode
799 this.nMode = 'RSVing ';
800 this.rsvingCount = this.rsvingCountMax;
801 end
802 end
803 case 'REP',
804 % Only process if REP counter has already
805 % timed out.
806 if(this.decimalMode)
807 networkID = dec2bin(str2double(this.meshID) ,8);
808 myID = dec2bin(str2double(this.nodeID) ,7);
809 else
810 networkID = this.meshID;
811 myID = this.nodeID;
812 end
813
814 % If 'REP ' message has already been
815 % processed , ignore it
816 repmsg = msg (9:37);
817
818 ignore = 0;
819 if(~ isempty(this.tabRepIgnore))
820 for i=1: size(this.tabRepIgnore ,1)
821 if(strcmp(repmsg , this.tabRepIgnore(i,:)))
822 ignore = 1;
823 end
824 end
825 end
826
827 if(~ ignore)
828 if(this.repCount == 0 && strcmp(networkID , msg (1:8)))
829 % Main processing if RSVing , rebroadcast
830 % if not.
831
832 % Check if addressed to self
833 if(strcmp(myID ,msg (16:22)))
834 % Provide new ID for node in question
835
836 % Check if the RSV was directed to this
837 % node
838 if(strcmp(msg(9:end), myID))
839 % Call RSV method
840
841 % Autogenerate new ID that is not
842 % contained in DB
843 t = 0:127;
844 possibleIDs = t';
845
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846 % We require them as integers for
847 % indexing
848
849 if(this.decimalMode)
850 assignedIDs = str2num(char(this.tableNodeID (:,1)));
851 else
852 assignedIDs = bin2dec(char(this.tableNodeID (:,1)));
853 end
854
855 possibleIDs(assignedIDs +1,:) = [];
856
857 % Assign unused ID (if available)
858 idToBeAssigned = num2str(possibleIDs(randi(size(
possibleIDs ,1)) ,:));
859
860 randNum = dec2bin(randi (255) ,8);
861
862 idToBeAssignedBin = dec2bin(str2double(idToBeAssigned) ,7)
;
863
864 % Add it to the DB
865 if(this.decimalMode)
866 this.nodeID = idToBeAssigned;
867 this.nodeRandomNum = randNum;
868 this.tableNodeID = [this.tableNodeID; {idToBeAssigned}
{randNum} {0}];
869 else
870 this.nodeID = idToBeAssignedBin;
871 this.nodeRandomNum = randNum;
872 this.tableNodeID = [this.tableNodeID; {
idToBeAssignedBin} {randNum} {0}];
873 end
874
875 % Prepare Keep Alive message
876 % RSV format
877 %[1000-meshID -srcID]
878
879 out = ['1000' networkID myID];
880 %
881
882 % Add REP msg to be ignored
883 this.tabRepIgnore = [this.tabRepIgnore; msg (9:37) ];
884
885 % Enter RSV mode
886 this.nMode = 'RSVing ';
887 this.rsvingCount = this.rsvingCountMax;
888 end
889
890 else
891 % Do not process if REP is received
892 % while alone
893 if(~ strcmp(this.nMode , 'begin '))
894 % Look for the (ID, RandomNumber)
895 % pair. If found , replace
896 % current RandomNumber with correct
897 % one.
898
899 % REP msg format
900 % [0100-meshID -srcID -destID -
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901 % targetID -targetIDrandomNum]
902
903 targetID = msg (23:29);
904
905 if(this.decimalMode)
906 targetID = bin2dec(targetID);
907 end
908
909 targetIDrandomNum = msg (30: end);
910 idx = find(strcmp(this.tableNodeID (:,1), targetID));
911 if(~ isempty(idx))
912 this.tableNodeID(idx ,2) = targetIDrandomNum;
913 end
914
915 % Reassemble message for rebroadcast
916 out = ['0100' msg];
917 end
918 end
919
920 % Start the repCount
921 this.repCount = this.repCountMax;
922 % This will decrease on each timer tick
923 end
924 end
925 case 'DM',
926 % Only process DM if on normal mode
927 if(strcmp(this.nMode , 'normal '))
928
929 if(this.decimalMode)
930 networkID = dec2bin(str2double(this.meshID) ,8);
931 myID = dec2bin(str2double(this.nodeID) ,7);
932 else
933 networkID = this.meshID;
934 myID = this.nodeID;
935 end
936
937 % DM msg Format
938 % [0101-meshID -srcID -hash]
939
940 [ownHash , idDataBase] = this.computeHash ();
941 ownHashBin = dec2bin(hex2dec(ownHash), 128);
942
943 % Comparing own meshID with arriving one or
944 % compare hashes for re-merger detection
945 if(~ strcmp(networkID , msg (1:8)) || ~strcmp(ownHashBin , msg (16:
end)))
946 % Merger Condition Detected
947
948 % Prepare MERHI msg for merger
949 % MERHI msg format
950 % [0110-meshID -srcID -destID -idDataBase]
951
952 out = ['0110' networkID myID msg (9:15) idDataBase ];
953 % This still needs splitting into sevaral
954 % message segments
955
956 end
957 end
958 case 'MERHI ',
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959 % Only process DM if on normal mode
960 if(strcmp(this.nMode , 'normal '))
961
962 if(this.decimalMode)
963 networkID = dec2bin(str2double(this.meshID) ,8);
964 myID = dec2bin(str2double(this.nodeID) ,7);
965 else
966 networkID = this.meshID;
967 myID = this.nodeID;
968 end
969
970 destID = msg (16:22);
971 % Check if MERHI is addressed to self
972 if(strcmp(myID , destID))
973 % Check if process is merger or re-merger
974
975 if(~ strcmp(networkID , msg (1:8)))
976 % New Merge
977 if(this.decimalMode)
978 this.meshID = num2str(bin2dec(msg (1:8)));
979 else
980 this.meshID = msg (1:8);
981 end
982 end
983
984 % For either merge process , replace old
985 % DB with new one.
986 idDB = msg (23: end);
987
988 % Transform it back to table format
989 % Can 't reshape due to 7 and 8 size
990 % segments
991 tab2 = [];
992 for i=1: length(idDB)/15
993 j = (15*(i-1));
994 tab2 = [tab2; {idDB(j+1:j+7)} {idDB(j+8:j+15)} {0}];
995 end
996 if(this.decimalMode)
997 for i=1: size(tab2 ,1)
998 tab2{i,1} = num2str(bin2dec(tab2(i,1)));
999 end
1000 this.tableNodeID = tab2;
1001 else
1002 this.tableNodeID = tab2;
1003 end
1004
1005 % Search for own ID in new DB. If
1006 % exists , check for the
1007 % random number. If it is different ,
1008 % then autogenerate a new
1009 % random ID that doesn 't collide with
1010 % hose already in the DB.
1011 if(isempty(this.tableNodeID))
1012 idx = [];
1013 else
1014 idx = find(strcmp(this.tableNodeID (:,1), this.nodeID));
1015 end
1016 if(~ isempty(idx))
1017 if(~ strcmp(this.tableNodeID(idx ,2),this.nodeRandomNum))
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1018 % Autogenerate new ID that is not
1019 % contained in DB
1020 t = 0:127;
1021 possibleIDs = num2str(t');
1022
1023 % We require them as integers for
1024 % indexing
1025 if(this.decimalMode)
1026 assignedIDs = str2num(char(this.tableNodeID (:,1)));
1027 else
1028 assignedIDs = bin2dec(char(this.tableNodeID (:,1)));
1029 end
1030
1031 possibleIDs(assignedIDs +1,:) = [];
1032 this.nodeID = possibleIDs(randi(size(possibleIDs ,1)) ,:);
1033 end
1034 end
1035
1036 % Disable Node for convergence until
1037 % timeout
1038 this.nMode = 'merging ';
1039 this.mergingCount = this.mergingCountMax;
1040
1041
1042 % Prepare MERUP message
1043 % [1001-meshID -initiatorID -DataBase]
1044 out = ['1001' networkID msg (9:15) idDB];
1045
1046 % Don 't send node 's new ID yet. It 'll be informed via RSV.
1047 end
1048 end
1049 case 'MERUP ',
1050 % Merge Update (rebroadcast of MERHI)
1051 % This must work in every case except during
1052 % merge timeout
1053 if(this.decimalMode)
1054 networkID = dec2bin(str2double(this.meshID) ,8);
1055 myID = dec2bin(str2double(this.nodeID) ,7);
1056 else
1057 networkID = this.meshID;
1058 myID = this.nodeID;
1059 end
1060
1061 if(~ strcmp(this.nMode , 'merging '))
1062 if(~ strcmp(msg (9:15) ,myID))
1063 % Not merging and not merge initiator
1064 % Proceed with merger
1065 if(this.decimalMode)
1066 this.meshID = num2str(bin2dec(msg (1:8)));
1067 else
1068 this.meshID = msg (1:8);
1069 end
1070
1071 % Replace old DB with new one.
1072 idDB = msg (16: end);
1073
1074 % Transform it back to table format
1075 % Can 't reshape due to 7 and 8 size
1076 % segments
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1077 tab2 = [];
1078 for i=1: length(idDB)/15
1079 j = (15*(i-1));
1080 tab2 = [tab2; {idDB(j+1:j+7)} {idDB(j+8:j+15)} {0}];
1081 end
1082 if(this.decimalMode)
1083 for i=1: size(tab2 ,1)
1084 tab2{i,1} = num2str(bin2dec(tab2(i,1)));
1085 end
1086 this.tableNodeID = tab2;
1087 else
1088 this.tableNodeID = tab2;
1089 end
1090
1091 % Search for own ID in new DB. If
1092 % exists , check for the
1093 % random number. If it is different ,
1094 % then autogenerate a new
1095 % random ID that doesn 't collide with
1096 % those already in the DB.
1097
1098 idx = find(strcmp(this.tableNodeID (:,1), this.nodeID));
1099 if(~ isempty(idx))
1100 if(~ strcmp(this.tableNodeID(idx ,2),this.nodeRandomNum))
1101 % Autogenerate new ID that is not
1102 % contained in DB
1103 t = 0:127;
1104 possibleIDs = num2str(t');
1105
1106 % We require them as integers for
1107 % indexing
1108 if(this.decimalMode)
1109 assignedIDs = str2num(char(this.tableNodeID (:,1)));
1110 else
1111 assignedIDs = bin2dec(char(this.tableNodeID (:,1)));
1112 end
1113
1114 possibleIDs(assignedIDs +1,:) = [];
1115 this.nodeID = possibleIDs(randi(size(possibleIDs ,1)) ,:);
1116 end
1117 end
1118
1119 % Disable Node for convergence until
1120 % timeout
1121 this.nMode = 'merging ';
1122 this.mergingCount = this.mergingCountMax;
1123
1124 % Rebroadcast
1125 out = ['1001' msg];
1126
1127 % PSR: Probably drop Tree here and wait.
1128 % Same as MERHI.
1129 end
1130 end
1131 case 'RSV',
1132
1133 % Check for RSV size (idToBeAssigned
1134 % present ?). If short RSV , it 's a keepalive
1135 % and should be ignored by ACKing nodes.
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1136 if(this.decimalMode)
1137 networkID = dec2bin(str2double(this.meshID) ,8);
1138 myID = dec2bin(str2double(this.nodeID) ,7);
1139 else
1140 networkID = this.meshID;
1141 myID = this.nodeID;
1142 end
1143
1144 lenRSV = length(msg);
1145
1146 if(lenRSV > 15)
1147 % There is an ID in question
1148 if(this.decimalMode)
1149 idToBeAssigned = num2str(bin2dec(msg (16:22)));
1150 else
1151 idToBeAssigned = msg (16:22);
1152 end
1153
1154 randNum = msg (23:30);
1155
1156 switch this.nMode
1157 case 'ACKing ',
1158 if(this.decimalMode)
1159 srcID = num2str(bin2dec(msg (9:15)));
1160 else
1161 srcID = msg (9:15);
1162 end
1163
1164 % Check if srcID is currentProxy
1165 if(strcmp(srcID , this.currentProxyID))
1166 % If it is, accept the ID, randNum;
1167 % and enter REQDB mode
1168
1169 if(this.decimalMode)
1170 this.nodeID = num2str(bin2dec(msg (16:22)));
1171 this.meshID = num2str(bin2dec(msg (1:8)));
1172 else
1173 this.nodeID = msg (16:22);
1174 this.meshID = msg (1:8);
1175 end
1176 this.nodeRandomNum = msg (23:30);
1177 this.currentProxyID = [];
1178
1179 % Prepare REQdb msg
1180 % REQdb msg format:
1181 % [0111-meshID -srcID -destID]
1182 out = ['0111' msg (1:8) msg (16:22) msg (9:15) ];
1183 this.nMode = 'REQdb ';
1184 end
1185
1186 case 'normal ',
1187 % Check for duplicates in table. If no
1188 % duplicate , add it
1189 % and rebroadcast. Then don 't process
1190 % RSV 's until timeout.
1191 idx = find(strcmp(this.tableNodeID (:,1), idToBeAssigned) ,1)
;
1192 this.nMode = 'RSVing ';
1193 this.mergingCount = this.mergingCountMax;
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1194
1195 if(isempty(idx))
1196 % No duplicate , add the entry to the
1197 % DB and bcast
1198 this.tableNodeID = [this.tableNodeID; {idToBeAssigned} {
randNum} {0}];
1199 out = ['1000' msg];
1200 else
1201 % Entry exists. Compare randNum
1202 if(~ strcmp(this.tableNodeID(idx ,2), randNum))
1203 % Duplicate with different random
1204 % number. Prepare REP
1205
1206 % REP msg format
1207 % [0100-meshID -srcID -destID -
1208 % targetID -targetIDrandomNum]
1209 out = ['0100' networkID myID msg (9:15) idToBeAssigned
this.tableNodeID(idx ,2)];
1210 else
1211 % Duplicate found , but it was the
1212 % same randNum. Just
1213 % rebroadcast.
1214 out = ['1000' msg];
1215 end
1216 end
1217 otherwise ,
1218 end
1219 else
1220 % It's a keepalive message
1221 if(strcmp(this.nMode , 'normal '))
1222 if(this.decimalMode)
1223 idKeepAlive = num2str(bin2dec(msg (9:15)));
1224 else
1225 idKeepAlive = msg (9:15);
1226 end
1227
1228 % Look for ID in table and refresh its
1229 % count.
1230 idx = find(strcmp(this.tableNodeID (:,1), idKeepAlive) ,1);
1231 this.tableNodeID(idx ,3) = {0};
1232
1233 out = ['1000' msg]; % Rebroadcast
1234
1235 this.rsvingCount = this.rsvingCountMax;
1236 this.nMode = 'RSVing ';
1237 end
1238 end
1239 case 'REQdb ',
1240 % Process only in normal or RSVing modes
1241 if(strcmp(this.nMode , 'normal ') || strcmp(this.nMode , 'RSVing '))
1242 % Check if it is addressed to self
1243 if(this.decimalMode)
1244 destID = num2str(bin2dec(msg (16:22)));
1245 else
1246 destID = msg (16:22);
1247 end
1248
1249 if(strcmp(this.nodeID , destID))
1250 % If it is addressed to self , respond
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1251 % with database
1252 tab = this.tableNodeID (: ,1:2);
1253
1254 if(this.decimalMode)
1255 networkID = dec2bin(str2double(this.meshID) ,8);
1256 myID = dec2bin(str2double(this.nodeID) ,7);
1257
1258 % Convert everything into binary for
1259 % sending
1260 for i=1: size(tab ,1)
1261 tab{i,1} = dec2bin(str2double(tab(i,1)) ,7);
1262 end
1263
1264 else
1265 networkID = this.meshID;
1266 myID = this.nodeID;
1267 end
1268
1269 catTab = [];
1270 for i=1: size(tab ,1)
1271 for j=1:2
1272 catTab = [catTab tab(i,j)];
1273 end
1274 end
1275
1276 strDataBase = char(catTab);
1277 strDataBase = reshape(strDataBase ',1,size(strDataBase ,1)*size
(strDataBase ,2));
1278 strDataBase(ismember(strDataBase ,' ')) = [];
1279
1280 % Prepare SENDdb msg
1281 % SENDdb msg format:
1282 % [1010-meshID -destID -database]
1283 this.TxBuffer2 = [];
1284 out = ['1010' networkID msg (9:15) strDataBase ];
1285
1286 this.rsvingCount = this.rsvingCountMax;
1287
1288 % Don 't change modes.
1289 end
1290 end
1291 case 'SENDdb ',
1292 % Process only if on REQdb mode
1293 if(this.decimalMode)
1294 networkID = dec2bin(str2double(this.meshID) ,8);
1295 myID = dec2bin(str2double(this.nodeID) ,7);
1296 else
1297 networkID = this.meshID;
1298 myID = this.nodeID;
1299 end
1300
1301 if(strcmp(this.nMode , 'REQdb '))
1302 % Check if it is addressed to self
1303 if(this.decimalMode)
1304 destID = num2str(bin2dec(msg (9:15)));
1305 else
1306 destID = msg (9:15);
1307 end
1308
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1309 if(strcmp(this.nodeID , destID))
1310 % Accept database and enter normal mode
1311 idDB = msg (16: end);
1312
1313 % Transform it back to table format
1314 % Can 't reshape due to 7 and 8 size
1315 % segments
1316 tab2 = [];
1317 for i=1: length(idDB)/15
1318 j = (15*(i-1));
1319 tab2 = [tab2; {idDB(j+1:j+7)} {idDB(j+8:j+15)} {0}];
1320 end
1321 if(this.decimalMode)
1322 for i=1: size(tab2 ,1)
1323 tab2{i,1} = num2str(bin2dec(tab2(i,1)));
1324 end
1325 this.tableNodeID = tab2;
1326 else
1327 this.tableNodeID = tab2;
1328 end
1329
1330 out = [];
1331 % out = ['1000' networkID myID];
1332
1333 this.rsvingCount = this.rsvingCountMax;
1334 this.nMode = 'RSVing ';
1335 end
1336 end
1337 otherwise ,
1338 end
1339
1340 end
1341 function processRxBuffer1(this)
1342 % processRx1Buffer:
1343 % This method triggers whenever there is a
1344 % bcast event for PSR (ADV chan1). I
1345 % It reads from the RxBuffer1 and processes
1346 % the message. Only if
1347 % powered on.
1348
1349 if(this.poweredOn) % only works if turned on
1350
1351 rxMsg = this.RxBuffer1.msg;
1352 rxSrc = this.RxBuffer1.src;
1353
1354 % First , the message header must be read for
1355 % proper parsing
1356 [msgType , msg] = this.decodeMessage(rxMsg);
1357
1358 if(strcmp(msgType , 'PSR'))
1359
1360 if(this.debugMode)
1361 disp(['PSR Rx @ simID: ' num2str(this.simID)])
1362 disp([' Src ->simID: ' num2str(rxSrc)]);
1363 disp([' id: ' this.nodeID '|mesh: ' this.meshID ])
1364 disp([' msg: ' msg])
1365 disp(' ');
1366 end
1367
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1368 if(this.psrReady)
1369 % Process tree update message only if
1370 % Network has Converged
1371 this.processPSR(msg);
1372 end
1373 end
1374 end
1375
1376 end
1377 function processRxBuffer2(this)
1378 if(this.poweredOn)
1379 rxMsg = this.RxBuffer2.msg;
1380 rxSrc = this.RxBuffer2.src;
1381
1382 % First , the message header must be read for
1383 % proper parsing
1384 [msgType , msg] = this.decodeMessage(rxMsg);
1385
1386 if(strcmp(msgType ,'RSV') || strcmp(msgType ,'DM'))
1387 this.rsvConvCounter = this.rsvConvCounter + 1;
1388 disp(['simID: ' num2str(this.simID) ' rsvCount:' num2str(this.
rsvConvCounter)]);
1389 else
1390 this.rsvConvCounter = 0;
1391 end
1392
1393 if(this.debugMode)
1394 disp(['RSV Rx @ simID: ' num2str(this.simID)])
1395 disp([' type: ' msgType '|src -> simID: ' num2str(rxSrc)]);
1396 disp([' msg: ' msg]);
1397 if(strcmp(msgType ,'ERROR '))
1398 disp([' complete msg: ' rxMsg]);
1399 end
1400 disp('RSV Rx:end')
1401 disp(' ');
1402 end
1403
1404 % Process the RSV message
1405 out = this.processRSVconf(msgType , msg);
1406
1407 % We may have a queue situation. FIFO.
1408 if(~ isempty(out))
1409 if (isempty(this.TxBuffer2))
1410 this.TxBuffer2 = {out};
1411 else
1412 this.TxBuffer2 = [this.TxBuffer2; {out}];
1413 end
1414 end
1415
1416 end
1417 end
1418 function [TxNodeID] = processSegments(this , sNum , sMax , msg)
1419 % processSegments:
1420 % This method reads identifies the segment
1421 % from a message and stores it accordingly ,
1422 % discarding irrelevant ones in the
1423 % process.
1424
1425 % On reception , the node will store the messages
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1426 % and concatenate them in its [Node | Seg |
1427 % MaxSegs | Msg] table. Timer Event will
1428 % ensure the processing of the complete messages
1429 % and removing them from the table.
1430
1431 % It should only incorporate messages in order
1432 % (1,2,3,4). Receiving in a different order
1433 % (e.g. 2,3,4,1) would mean to discard messages
1434 % (2,3,4) so that it can start building from
1435 % 1. If it receives a new 1 from the same node ,
1436 % it discards the old message and starts fresh.
1437
1438 % The reason for this is that concatenating an
1439 % incomplete tree with newer messages that go
1440 % first (i.e. 3,4,1,2) may result
1441 % in an incorrect tree , as there may have been
1442 % an update after the last segment was
1443 % transmitted.
1444
1445 % REMINDER: idx = find(strcmp(tabM (:,1), '3'));
1446 % is search function for table 's id
1447
1448 % Source Node from this message must be
1449 % identified.
1450 if(this.decimalMode)
1451 TxNodeID = num2str(bin2dec(msg (1:7)));
1452 else
1453 TxNodeID = msg (1:7);
1454 end
1455
1456 if(~ isempty(this.tableMsg))
1457 % Search for node 's index in tableMsg.
1458 % disp(['Table Exists: Looking for node '
1459 % TxNodeID ' in tableMsg ... '])
1460 idx = find(strcmp(this.tableMsg (:,1), TxNodeID));
1461 if(~ isempty(idx))
1462 segsReady = this.tableMsg{idx ,2};
1463 % disp(['Entry for node ' TxNodeID ...
1464 % ' found. Segments stored so far: ' num2str(segsReady)])
1465 else
1466 % disp(['Entry for node ' TxNodeID ' not
1467 % found.'])
1468 end
1469
1470 % disp('Checking for segment number ... ')
1471 % If sNum = 0 (new update), discard old
1472 % message and store
1473 if (sNum == 0)
1474 if(~ isempty(idx))
1475 this.tableMsg(idx ,:) = [];
1476 % disp('First segment (0) identified.
1477 % Discarding old entry.')
1478 end
1479 % Store Message
1480 % disp(['Storing segment 0 in new entry for node ' TxNodeID '
... '])
1481 this.tableMsg = [this.tableMsg; [{ TxNodeID} {0} {sMax} {msg }]];
1482 else
1483 % If sNum ~= 0, check if it should be
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1484 % accepted or not
1485 % disp(['Segment ' num2str(sNum) '
1486 % identified .'])
1487 if(sNum == segsReady + 1)
1488 % Message arriving is correct
1489 if(this.debugMode)
1490 disp('Removing srcNodeID information from header ...')
1491 disp('Segment is in the correct order.')
1492 disp(['Storing segment ' num2str(sNum) ' for node ' TxNodeID
' ...'])
1493 end
1494 msg = msg (10: end);
1495 this.tableMsg = [this.tableMsg; [{ TxNodeID} {sNum} {sMax} ...
1496 {strcat(this.tableMsg{idx ,4}, msg)}]];
1497 this.tableMsg(idx ,:) = [];
1498
1499 else
1500 % disp(['Segment ' char (39) 's order is
1501 % incorrect (is '...
1502 % num2str(sNum) ', should be: '
1503 % num2str(segsReady +1) '). Discarding
1504 % message '])
1505 end
1506 end
1507 else
1508 % No table exists (either node is new or
1509 % coincidence),
1510 % check for sNum = 0 (first message)
1511 % disp('No table exists. Creating table ... ')
1512 % disp('Checking for segment number ... ')
1513 if(sNum == 0)
1514 % Store Message
1515 this.tableMsg = [this.tableMsg; [{ TxNodeID} {0} {sMax} {msg }]];
1516 % disp('First segment (0) identified .')
1517 % disp(['Storing segment 0 in new entry for node ' TxNodeID '
... '])
1518 else
1519 % disp(['Segment ' num2str(sNum) 'identified .'])
1520 % disp('Discarding message while waiting for new batch (segment
0).')
1521 end
1522 end
1523 end
1524 function updateRealNodes(this , AdjMatrix , nodeHandleArr)
1525 % updateRealNodes:
1526 % This method receives the BLENode array
1527 % handles and the neighbourhood matrix and
1528 % updates them for simulation purposes.
1529 % These arrays and matrix are not part of PSR.
1530 % This method is called only by the simulation
1531 % whenever sim starts or a new node entering
1532 % the mesh is simulated.
1533
1534 % Importing real neighbours if first time
1535 this.realAdjMatrix = AdjMatrix;
1536 this.nodeArray = nodeHandleArr;
1537 this.realNeighbours = find(AdjMatrix(this.simID , :) == 1);
1538 updateNodeListeners(this);
1539 end
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1540 function updateNodeListeners(this)
1541 % updateNodeListeners:
1542 % This method updates the node 's listeners to
1543 % the latest physical nodes for simulation
1544 % purposes.
1545
1546 % Delete the old listeners if there were any
1547 if(~ isempty(this.psrListener))
1548 for i=1: length(this.psrListener)
1549 delete(this.psrListener(i));
1550 end
1551 end
1552
1553 if(~ isempty(this.rsvListener))
1554 for i=1: length(this.rsvListener)
1555 delete(this.rsvListener(i));
1556 end
1557 end
1558
1559 this.psrListener = [];
1560 this.rsvListener = [];
1561
1562 % Create the new listeners
1563 for i=1: length(this.realNeighbours)
1564 this.psrListener = [this.psrListener addlistener(...
1565 this.nodeArray(this.realNeighbours(i)), 'psrBcastEvent ',...
1566 @(src , evt)this.processRxBuffer1)];
1567 this.rsvListener = [this.rsvListener addlistener(...
1568 this.nodeArray(this.realNeighbours(i)), 'rsvBcastEvent ',...
1569 @(src , evt)this.processRxBuffer2)];
1570 end
1571 end
1572 function simulatePSRready(this)
1573 % simulatePSRready:
1574 % This method simulates convergence on the
1575 % network to start PSR.
1576 this.psrReady = 1;
1577 this.NodeTree = this.NodeTree.addnode(this.nodeID);
1578
1579 end
1580 function simulateTimer(this)
1581 % simulateTimer
1582 % This method simulates a timer tick for
1583 % debugging purposes
1584 this.notify('timerEvent ') ;
1585 end
1586 function TimerCallback(this)
1587 % TimerCallback:
1588 % This method runs each time the pre -configred
1589 % self timer triggers. It is used to control
1590 % the transmissions. Broadcast is called only
1591 % from here.
1592 if(this.poweredOn)
1593 switch this.advChan
1594 case 1, % PSR
1595 if(this.debugMode)
1596 disp(['PSR bcast #' num2str(this.psrBcastNum)])
1597 disp([' simID: ' num2str(this.simID) '|nodeID: ' this.
nodeID ...
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1598 '|meshID: ' this.meshID ])
1599 end
1600
1601 if(this.decimalMode)
1602 networkID = dec2bin(str2double(this.meshID) ,8);
1603 else
1604 networkID = this.meshID;
1605 end
1606
1607 if(this.psrReady)
1608 % Check if TxBuffer1 has something to send
1609 if(~ isempty(this.TxBuffer1))
1610
1611 sNum = this.TxBuffer1.currentSegment;
1612 sMax = this.TxBuffer1.totalSegments;
1613
1614 msg = ['0000' networkID ...
1615 dec2bin(sNum -1,2) ...
1616 dec2bin(sMax -1,2) ...
1617 this.TxBuffer1.payload{sNum }];
1618
1619 if (sNum < sMax)
1620 this.TxBuffer1.currentSegment = sNum + 1;
1621 else
1622 % Empty TxBuffer after message done.
1623 % this.TxBuffer1.currentSegment = 1;
1624 this.TxBuffer1 = [];
1625 end
1626 else
1627 if(this.decimalMode)
1628 myID = dec2bin(str2double(this.nodeID) ,7);
1629 else
1630 myID = this.nodeID;
1631 end
1632
1633 sNum = 1;
1634 sMax = 1;
1635
1636 msg = ['0000' networkID '0000' myID '00'];
1637 end
1638
1639 if(this.debugMode)
1640 disp([' sNum|sMax (-1): ' num2str(sNum -1) '|' num2str(
sMax -1)])
1641 disp([' Message: ' msg (13: end)])
1642 disp('PSR bcast: end')
1643 disp(' ');
1644 end
1645
1646 if(this.plottingMode)
1647 this.plotTree('subplot ');
1648 end
1649
1650 this.bcast(msg , 'PSR');
1651 end
1652
1653 % Check for stop condition
1654 if(numel(this.NodeTree.Nodes) == size(this.realAdjMatrix ,1))
1655 % this.powerOff ();
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1656 disp(['Node ' this.nodeID ' Converged.']);
1657 if(this.plottingMode)
1658 this.plotTree('subplot ');
1659 end
1660 end
1661
1662 % Next ADV Channel
1663 this.advChan = 2;
1664 this.psrBcastNum = this.psrBcastNum + 1;
1665 case 2, % RSV
1666 if(this.debugMode)
1667 disp(['RSV bcast #' num2str(this.rsvBcastNum)])
1668 disp([' simID: ' num2str(this.simID) '|nodeID: ' this.
nodeID ...
1669 '|meshID: ' this.meshID '|mode: ' this.nMode])
1670 end
1671
1672 if(strcmp(this.nMode , 'begin '))
1673 % If begin mode: bcast PREQ until upon
1674 % receiving POFF or timeout
1675 if(this.decimalMode)
1676 myID = dec2bin(str2double(this.nodeID) ,7);
1677 else
1678 myID = this.nodeID;
1679 end
1680
1681 PREQ = ['0001' myID];
1682
1683 this.TxBuffer2 = {PREQ};
1684
1685
1686
1687 if(this.beginCount > 0)
1688 if(this.debugMode)
1689 disp([' Current Count: ' num2str(this.beginCount)])
1690 end
1691 this.beginCount = this.beginCount - 1;
1692 else
1693 this.nMode = 'normal ';
1694 if(this.debugMode)
1695 disp(' Begin timeout. Adding myself to idDB. New Mode:
normal.');
1696 end
1697 this.tableNodeID = [this.nodeID this.nodeRandomNum {0}];
1698 end
1699
1700
1701 else
1702 if(this.decimalMode)
1703 myID = dec2bin(str2double(this.nodeID) ,7);
1704 networkID = dec2bin(str2double(this.meshID) ,8);
1705 else
1706 myID = this.nodeID;
1707 networkID = this.meshID;
1708 end
1709
1710 % Check selfKeepaliveCount
1711 if(this.selfKeepAliveCount >= this.keepAliveCountMax /5)
1712 % Keepalive RSV
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1713 % [1000-meshID -srcID]
1714 keepAlive = ['1000' networkID myID];
1715
1716 if(isempty(this.TxBuffer2))
1717 this.TxBuffer2 = {keepAlive };
1718 if(this.debugMode)
1719 disp([' Bcasting KeepAlive: ' keepAlive ]);
1720 end
1721 else
1722 this.TxBuffer2 = [this.TxBuffer2; {keepAlive }];
1723 if(this.debugMode)
1724 disp(' Adding KeepAlive to bcast Queue ');
1725 end
1726 end
1727 this.selfKeepAliveCount = 0;
1728 else
1729 this.selfKeepAliveCount = this.selfKeepAliveCount + 1;
1730 end
1731
1732 % Update Node TTL count
1733 if(~ isempty(this.tableNodeID))
1734 for i=1: size(this.tableNodeID ,1)
1735 this.tableNodeID{i,3} = this.tableNodeID{i,3} + 1;
1736 end
1737 end
1738
1739 % Check for expired timers
1740 if(~ isempty(this.tableNodeID))
1741 idx = find(cell2mat(this.tableNodeID (:,3)) > this.
keepAliveCountMax);
1742 if(~ isempty(idx))
1743 % Drop expired IDs
1744 this.tableNodeID(idx ,:) = [];
1745
1746 % Probably drop them from PSR too.
1747 % INSERT CODE HERE
1748 end
1749 end
1750
1751 % Update timeout counters
1752 switch this.nMode
1753 case 'OFFering ',
1754 this.poffCount = this.poffCount - 1;
1755 if(this.poffCount == 0)
1756 this.nMode = 'normal ';
1757 this.TxBuffer2 = unique(this.TxBuffer2 , 'stable ');
1758 if(this.debugMode)
1759 disp(' OFFering timeout (no ACK received). New Mode
: normal.');
1760 end
1761 end
1762 case 'merging ',
1763 if(this.mergingCount > 0)
1764 if(this.mergingCount == this.mergingCountMax -1)
1765 this.stopBcast = 1;
1766 end
1767 this.mergingCount = this.mergingCount - 1;
1768 else
1769 this.stopBcast = 0;
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1770 % Timeout is over
1771 this.nMode = 'normal ';
1772 this.TxBuffer2 = unique(this.TxBuffer2 , 'stable ');
1773 if(this.debugMode)
1774 disp(' Merging timeout. New Mode: normal.');
1775 end
1776 end
1777 case 'RSVing ',
1778 if(this.rsvingCount > 0)
1779 if(this.rsvingCount == this.rsvingCountMax -1)
1780 this.stopBcast = 1;
1781 end
1782 this.rsvingCount = this.rsvingCount - 1;
1783 else
1784 this.stopBcast = 0;
1785 % Timeout is over
1786 this.nMode = 'normal ';
1787 try
1788 this.TxBuffer2 = unique(this.TxBuffer2 , 'stable ');
1789 catch
1790 try
1791 for j=1: numNodes
1792 powerOff(nodeArr(j));
1793 end
1794 catch
1795 for i=1:7
1796 this.nodeArray(i).powerOff ();
1797 end
1798 disp (1)
1799 end
1800 end
1801
1802 if(this.debugMode)
1803 disp(' RSVing timeout. New Mode: normal.');
1804 end
1805 end
1806 case 'normal '
1807 % Reset own keepalive
1808 if(~ isempty(this.tableNodeID))
1809 idx = find(strcmp(this.tableNodeID (:,1), this.nodeID)
,1);
1810 this.tableNodeID(idx ,3) = {0};
1811 end
1812 otherwise ,
1813 end
1814 end
1815
1816 if(this.repCount > 0)
1817 this.repCount = this.repCount - 1;
1818 if(this.repCount == 0)
1819 if(this.debugMode)
1820 disp(' REP lock timeout. Processing REP msgs again.');
1821 end
1822 end
1823 else
1824
1825 end
1826
1827
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1828 if(this.dmCount > 0)
1829 this.dmCount = this.dmCount - 1;
1830 else
1831 % Reset DM counter
1832 this.dmCount = this.dmCountMax;
1833
1834 if(this.decimalMode)
1835 myID = dec2bin(str2double(this.nodeID) ,7);
1836 networkID = dec2bin(str2double(this.meshID) ,8);
1837 else
1838 myID = this.nodeID;
1839 networkID = this.meshID;
1840 end
1841
1842 % Prepare DM message
1843 % [0101-meshID -srcID -hash]
1844 [ownHash , ~] = this.computeHash ();
1845 ownHashBin = dec2bin(hex2dec(ownHash), 128);
1846 out = ['0101' networkID myID ownHashBin ];
1847
1848 if(isempty(this.TxBuffer2))
1849 this.TxBuffer2 = { out };
1850 else
1851 this.TxBuffer2 = [this.TxBuffer2; { out }];
1852 end
1853
1854 if(this.debugMode)
1855 disp(' DMcount timeout. Adding DM msg to TxBuffer.');
1856 end
1857 end
1858
1859 % Check for convergence
1860 if(this.rsvConvCounter >= 50)
1861 % Network Converged
1862 this.powerOff ();
1863 disp(['Node ' this.nodeID ' converged.'])
1864 end
1865
1866 % Broadcast if Buffer not empty
1867 if(~this.stopBcast)
1868 if(~ isempty(this.TxBuffer2))
1869
1870 if(this.debugMode)
1871 disp([' msg: ' char(this.TxBuffer2 (1))]);
1872 disp('RSV bcast:end')
1873 disp(' ');
1874 end
1875
1876 this.bcast(char(this.TxBuffer2 (1)), 'RSV');
1877 if(~ strcmp(this.nMode , 'REQdb '))
1878 this.TxBuffer2 (1) = [];
1879 end
1880 else
1881 if(this.debugMode)
1882 disp(' msg: *blank*. No bcast.')
1883 disp('RSV bcast:end')
1884 disp(' ');
1885 end
1886 end
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1887 else
1888 if(this.debugMode)
1889 disp(' msg: *blank*. No bcast.')
1890 disp(this.TxBuffer2)
1891 disp('RSV bcast:end')
1892 disp(' ');
1893 end
1894 end
1895
1896 % Next ADV Channel
1897 this.advChan = 0;
1898 this.rsvBcastNum = this.rsvBcastNum + 1;
1899
1900 otherwise ,
1901 % Reserved for Application
1902
1903 % Next ADV Channel
1904 this.advChan = 1;
1905 end
1906 end
1907 end
1908 end
1909 events
1910 timerEvent
1911 psrBcastEvent
1912 rsvBcastEvent
1913 end
1914 end
